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Kesey trips with squirrels and bears at FC
by Niki Bess and Eric Meyer —-------------------------On Sunday, November 14 at 2:00, the Dunham Student
Activity Center was truly a sight to behold. Sitting in the
gymnasium were men with long hair, grizzled beards and
tye-dyed shirts accompanied by women in clog shoes and
bell-bottoms. Amazingly enough, their numbers were
equalled by nouveau West County citizens bangled in gold
and silver. This diverse group of people gathered at
Fontbonne for one common reason - to hear the reading of
acclaimed author Ken Kesey.
Kesey was introduced by Fontbonne’s own Poet-InResidence, Dr. Jason Sommer. Sommer stated that, “trying
to introduce Ken Kesey...in a page or two of text is to
encounter something that Ken Kesey has always felt - that
the page is a difficult place to contain a life.” Kesey is most
critically acclaimed for his novels One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest and Sometimes A Great Notion. He has
also written Kesey’s Garage Sale, Demon Box, A Further
Inquiry, Sailor Song, and two children’s books - Little
Trrcker The Squirrel Meets Big Double The Bear and The
Sea Lion. Kesey is especially proud of the Library of
Congress Award lie received for Little Tricker, stating, “I’m
up with Dr. Seuss and Maurice Sendak. I’m in the big time. ”
Kesey walked onto the stage, dressed in a grey suit with
a rose on the lapel, blue-checked suspenders, saddle shoes
and a paisley tie. He carried a fluorescent yellow, red and
green suitcase, a blue backpack, a large stuffed fish and a
Native American flute. Indeed, this was authentic Kesey.
He then began his reading with Little Tricker, after
inviting the children in the audience to sit in front of the
stage. Kesey’s dedication to performance art was evident
as he huffed, growled, and squealed his way across the
stage, accompanied by the gasps and cheers otthe children
watching. His next selection was from his latest work.
Sailor Song, a futuristic science-fiction novel dealing with
the sociological and ecological problems in America.
The question-and-answer session following the reading

Tales from the
Fontbanner Crypt

The Font, March, 1964
It's Not Too Late
To Enter Contest
Have you counted the number of
books in your personal library late
ly? (We understand Linda DeGuire
and Sue Whitney have!) If you
have 35 or more books you are
eligible to enter the Fontbonne
campus contest for the best student
personal library. Sponsored by The
Font the local contest is being con
ducted to select a nominee for the
Amy Loveman National Award for
»l,000.
The campus deadline has been
extended to Monday, April 6 at
which time each entrant must sub
mit to The Font office. Sc. 209, an
annotated bibliography of 35 books,
a list of any other books in the
collection, and a commentary on
the library to include such points
as "How, why and when I became
interested in building a personal
library", "My ideals for a complete
home library”, and “Ten books I
hope to add to my library."
Today, when you get home count
your books and plan on submitting
your entry!

“There are
huge crowds
for me and
Ginsberg, not
because they
want to see
us, but be
cause they
want the
times back.”

was dominated by questions about One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest, but Kesey laced the answers with his own
philosophy, such as, “Write what you know is the dumbest
thing you’re ever taught, because what you know is usually
dull. If it wasn’t dull, you wouldn’t want to be a writer.
Kesey also stated that writers should, “Write for kids;
they’re the real audience. If Shakespeare were alive, he’d
be writing for MTV.”

«
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Kesey concluded his talk by defining what he considers
to be a warrior.” He stated that warriors could be both
public and private people - from Joan Baez, Richard Pryor,
and Hunter Thompson to, “a person that does the little thing
that’s needed in a job or in a community. That’s a warrior.

continued on page 11

College drives for Doorways this Christmas
by Jeff Petruso-------------------------------------------------Hey, what is this Doorways thing? I see signs for it all
over school, but who has time to read the small print?
Doorways, established in 1988, is an interfaith program
which provides housing options in the St. Louis metropolitan
area for people with HIV illness (ABDS). The Board of
Directors for the non-profit organization consists of rep
resentatives from eight religious groups in St. Louis, per
sons with AIDS, and members of the St. Louis business
community. Lynn Cooper, executive director and Fontbonne

Alum, invited the Fontbonne community to get involved in
Doorways’ latest project called “Make a House a Home.”
This newest program gives AIDS victims a place to live,
since many can not afford housing due to outrageous
medical bills. Doorways has purchased a twenty unit
apartment building, with one and two bedroom units
available. To qualify for this housing, applicants must first
have a medical diagnosis of AIDS and an attending physi-

continued on page 14

EducationSymposium focuses on child abuse
by Tracey Bruce-----------------------------------------------Of all the crimes that increasingly shake our confidence
in a civil society, there are none so disturbing as those
committed against children. What makes these crimes so
troubling is that the victims are among the most vulnerable
members of our community, and unfortunately, the per
petrators are usually those entrusted with their care. Child
abuse is always a crucial issue and recently was the latest
topic in the Education Symposium.
The speaker, Ms Ellen Teller, was once a juvenile officer
and saw the effects of child abuse first hand. She has a
degree in law enforcement and a Master’s degree in

counseling. She now works for Family Resources and gives
training in child abuse detection. “When I was a juvenile
officer, I saw a lot of things done to children, and it was
difficult to understand why,” said Teller. Understanding
why child abuse occurs is a difficult task for most of us. But,
according to Teller it is recognizing why these crimes occur
that is the first step to preventing them.
Ilie focus of child abuse detection training is to pinpoint
families in which abuse is likely to occur.
According to the Missouri Division of Family Services,

continued on page 15

FC takes new approach with freshman initiation
by Dinah Shackelford--------------------------------------F.C. now offers a freshman seminar.
The freshman seminar is designed to develop a bond
between freshmen students and the F.C. community. The
seminar is the first of its kind to be offered at F.C.
The freshman seminar offers academic activities and
challenges that stimulate student’s skills. Students par
ticipate in debates, open discussions, and critical thinking
tactics regarding current issues. The seminar gives students
a better understanding to what college life has to offer them.
The freshman seminar originated from suggestions of
former Academic Dean, Sister Sean, and Gary Zack, Vice
President of Student Affairs. They believed the seminar
would strengthen and boost moral at F.C.
Mary Ann
Jimenez, Director of the Learning Center, and an instructor
of the freshman seminar attended a 2-day workshop in

Charleston, South Carolina 10/91. Jimenez returned to F.C
to implement the data into what is now called the freshman
seminar.
According to Jimenez, many freshmen have difficult
times making the transition from high school into college.
Jimenez said,’“more and more students are coming to F.C.
without a clear idea of a major. One of the goals of the
course is to encourage students to connect with F.C.”
Stephanie Rhein, Instructor of Communicaton, and an
instructor of the seminar says many colleges that offer the
freshman seminar experience a higher retention. Rhein
says, “ the ultimate purpose is for freshmen to develop a
lasting relationship with F.C. I try to provide a positive and
nurturing atmosphere for students.” The course is designed

continued on page 13

Critical Issues focus on sex and God
Aspects of sexual
responsibility discussed
by Nicole Mitchell--------------------------Linda Fischer, Chief Medical Officer of
St. Louis County, spoke on Sexual Re
sponsibility on October 20 as a part of the
Critical Issues Forum. The lecture featured
a slide show and a question and answer
session.
The slide show started off with late 1800’s
Dutch paintings of pregnant women. Pic
tures of the 1940’s scare of sexually trans
mitted diseases followed. These pictures
depicted women as the sole, contagious
carriers. The introduction of the miracle
drug, penicillin, however, was used to treat
sexually transmitted diseases. The slides
went on to show an outbreak of Syphilis in
the early 90’s. The explanation for the
epidemic is that crack addicts exchanging
sexual favors for crack. The discussion
ended with current statistics on AIDS.
The slide show was followed by open
questions from the audience about physical
and mental aspects of sexual responsibility.
Overall, the message Fischer gave was, 41
firmly believe sex should be an outgrowth
of love."
However, the student reaction to the
speaker was disappointment and indiffer
ence. Junior Amy Debrecht said, ‘The
speaker was of course veiy informative on
a medical, factual level. However, I think
she lacked somewhat in answering valid
questions regarding more subjective as
pects.” Mike Borowski agreed, ‘The pre
sentation was educational to me, but I wish
she would have went into more detail about
psychological aspects of sexuality.” Both
students would also have liked to seen a
higher attendance, by both students and
faculty, at the Critical Issues diuscussions.

"Who is God”in 1993?
by Cynthia Burkhead---------------------Reverend Vincent Heier addressed a
group of students, faculty and administra
tors on Wednesday, November 17 on the
topic of “God is not a three letter word.”
The lunchtime gathering was part of FC’s
Critical Issues Series.
As Director of the Office for Ecumenical
and Inter-Religious Affairs for the Arch
Diocese of St. Louis, Reverend Heier is
exposed to people representing various re
ligious experiences, including members of
“New Age” religious groups, as well as
people who have undetermined ideas of
who God is. From his experiences, the
Reverend has found that, “In terms of
dealing with inter-religious dialogue, I have
1 had to look at God in broader terms.”
These broader terms include the under
standing and validation of the religious
searches which people we encounter may
be experiencing, even if this means en
countering very different people and situa
tions.
“From my experience, I think the ultimate
issue is going tohave to be one of dialogue,”
Reverend Heier said, explaining that one
does not have to accept what another person
says, but that it is important to accept that
person. “In looking at other people's reli
gious experiences, you discover they are
searching for meaning, just like I am,”
Reverend Heier added.
Looking at other’s experiences causes
people to look at themselves and re-evaluate
common roots and bonds. The challenge,
Reverend Heier offered, is to keep search
ing and discovering, “discovering who 1
am, who other people are, and more about
God than the definition of a three letter
word.”
After completing his address, Reverend
Heier opened the discussion to audience
members who offered personal observations
2nd experiences on the definition of God in
the modern world.

Winter tradition begins at FC

by Tracey Bruce
with Michelle Torrigan---------------------

Caged in a steel ball, helmeted, and hold
ing on for dear life Erin Mulligan spun head
over heels down the alley to knock over
several extraordinarily large bowling pins.
Where? At Fontbonne*s first annual
Winterfest. Why? “It looked like fun,” she
said. So she says. But so did many others
who dared to become human bowling balls
at the festival. “It was like a rollercoaster,”
said Demond Robinson. “It was great”
According to Jennifer Stapleton, the first
Winterfest, held November 5, was created
to compliment Fontbonne’s annual
Springfest. Sponsored by the Student
Government Association, it was designed
to be another opportunity for the students to
become familiar with the student organi
zations at the college. And the organizations
were out in full force. The SGA provided
free snowcones and popcorn. They spon
sored the miniature golf and human bowl
ing. The Campus Ministry was sending
people to hell (and for as little as fifty cents).
It’s a good day for evil to triumph,” said
the “satanic” Ed Reggi. All donations to
“Hell” were contributed to Doorways. Other
inventive booths included the Environmen-

Reggi

Boozers and Users hit
campus
by Valerie Schremp-----------------------Take these facts into consideration:
* College students spend more on al
coholic beverages than textbooks, approxi
mately $5.5 billion a year.
* Approximately 34% of academic
failure is attributed to alcohol use.
* Annually, the U.S. spends $100billion
on higher education and $86 billion on
alcohol problems.
* Colleges will lose over $261 million in
tuition when 7% of the country’s freshmen
dropoutfor alcohol-related reasons. Alcohol
is a factor in 28% of all drop-outs.
* 430 million gallons of alcohol per year
are consumed by the 12 million U.S. college
students, the equivalent of one Olympicsize swimming pool per campus.
Has it hit home yet, Fontbonne?
On Monday, October 18, freshmen and
athletes attended a forum in conjunction
with National Alcohol Awareness Week.
The presentation, “Boozers and Users on
College Campuses,” took place from 11:30
to 12:20in the Fine Arts Theater and featured
panelists Demetrius Johnson, a former
running back for the University of Missouri
and Detroit Lions; Dr. Joe Homes,
Fontbonne’s sports and family physician;
and Kathy S voboda, a counselor specializing
in the treatment of family members af

Student Services in for a
name change
by Betsy Newport

The Office of Student Services is chang
ing names, according to Gary Zack, vice
president for enrollment management and
student affairs. The new name will be
Student Development. “The name change
for this collection of offices will more ac
curately reflect what we do here,” said Zack.
He noted that there is also a considerable
move in this direction among other colleges
and universities.
The change has been talked about for
several years and actively discussed for
close to one year, the stimulus now being
the remodeling and rededication of the AMC
on December 7, 1993.
Zack said, “The key lies in the fact that
these offices are an arm of the educational
mission aspect of the College.” He views
the objective not strictly in terms of more
services for students, but in educational
ways. This should not measure the number

of dances or career seminars, but aid the
development of students from the day of
acceptance through graduation day and be
yond. The measurement includes four key
areas in each student’s college career:
1) Spiritual development - the maturation
of all life aspects;
2) Career development - not through
instructions, but by leadership development;
3) Leadership - through positive ex
amples; and
4) Physical development - safe devel
opment of bodily strengths.
This name change will also include new
signs for the offices, updated letterhead and
a new phone greeting when call the Offices
of Student Development.
Zack said that the eyes are on the future
in terms of assessment and the measuring of
student development

Fontbanner
Staff

Valerie Schremp prepares to roll
tai Action Group’s Fling the Poacher, Psi
Kappa Zeta’s Pointersaurus raffle, and the
Finance Club’s Seven or Eleven. The mu
sic began at 11:30 with Thomas Pool,
Dwight Carter and Michael Glader teaming
up to give the event the DJ sound. And at
1:30, they turned the party over to the live
music of One Man’s Fish.
Laterthat evening, the Sophomore/lunior
class sponsored the first Winterfest dance in
the Alumni Caf from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
“The theme is snow ,” said “Opie” Travis
Walker, junior class president. Decorated
with green, blue, and purple balloons and
strewn with streamers the Caf was festive
and filled with music. “I found the dance to
be a lot fun,” said Chris Stallis. ‘The
decorations were simple but elegant”
Although, the events of the first
Winterfest were inventive and wellplanned,
there was some concern over the lack of
attendance. Christy Graney, President of
the SGA, stated, “For the first time, I think
it went really well. I think next year and the
years after that it will be better. Overall, I
think it was a great success. ” The consensus
of opinion was that better publicity would
help to bring the students out next year. In
general, most found the Winterfest to be a
worthwhile event. “I think it was a tradition
started, ” said Walker.

fected by alcoholism. Wayne Thomas, di
rector of the drug and alcohol prevention
program at Webster University, served as
moderator of the forum.
Each student and athlete attending the
forum received a folder containing bro
chures, charts, and other valuable informa
tion about substance abuse. Kathy Svoboda
reviewed the information about alcoholism
and families, explaining the different ways
victims of thes problems cope. “Nobody
has to be a prisoner of their family patterns,
was Svoboda’s bottom line. “If something
like alcohol creates a problem, then it IS a
problem.”
Demetrius Johnson focused on how sub
stance abuse can ruin an athlete’s career and
reputation, recounting several case studies
in which this has proved true. “At any
school, attention is focused on the athletes.
Johnson said. “When athletes are out
drinking at a party, what message do you
think this gives to the non-athletes?”
At the end of the forum, students and
athletes were told to write on index cards
about how drinking has affected their lives.
These cards are displayed on the National
Alcohol Awareness Week bulletin board
near the bookstore in Ryan Hall. The
Boozers and Users forum heightened the
college’s awareness of student substance
abuse; the index cards stapled to the bulletin
board are living proof that yes, the problem
of substance abuse has hit home.
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FC holds first non-alcoholic happy hour
by Kirstan Fair ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Happy hour. Perhaps a scene from
“Cheers* comes to mina. Several happy
barflies share animated conversations.
Music blares from a jukebox and a group of
people are discussing last night’s football
game. Suddenly, someone walks up to you
and asks, “Join me in a Mocktail?’’
Mocktail? You mean cocktail, right?
Afraid not.
On October 27 in the Caf, Student Ser
vices introduced a safe, alcohol-free way to
socialize. It’s called a “mocktail,”
“Mocktails” are non-alcoholic beverages
that are an alternative to their alcoholic
counterparts. They can be prepared with
common ingredients such as fruit juice, ice
cream, and jello and contain no alcohol
whatsoever. Some of the 12 “mocktails”
featured were Sparkling Cherry Party Punch,
Banana Slush, Watermelon Fizz, and
Raspberry Flash. Pamphlets containing the
recipes for each “mock tail” were distributed
at the social.
This is just one of the ways Student
Services utilized its alcohol policy in a
positive way. At the Black Student Alliance
party held on October 1, a new part of the
college’s alcohol policy went into effect-a
separate area for the serving of alcoholic
beverages. Those of legal drinking age
were allowed to drink as long as they re
mained in the area. Their hands were
stamped and ID’s were checked by police
officers stationed in thedrinking area. They
could not rejoin the party until they were
finished with their beverage.
After the dance opinions differed. Stu
dents in favor of the policy stated the temp
tation to drink would not be so strong if
alcohol is confined to one area, not all over
the room. Those who disapproved didn’t
like the fact that they were separated from
the party, confined to one area away from

Burgo receives
crystal apple and
Governors Award
by Valerie Schremp------------------------

their friends.
“I didn’t have a problem with it at all. If
you’re going to dnnk...you should not be
among underage students,” said junior Neil
Daniels, II. He also pointed out that drinks
could be spilled, making the floor slippery
and dangerous.
The idea of a separate area didn’t pose a
problem for sophomore Dana Drake. “Even
if I could drink, it would not bother me.”
Freshman Kara Evil disagreed with the
policy at first but came to understand its
intent. “I thought it was abstract at first but
it was really the only option,” she said.
Carla Hickmann, Residential Life di
rector, understood that there would be some
backlash. “The separate area has been suc
cessful for many colleges and universities.
Of course, some people don’t like change.
This is something new and it will take time
for everyone to adjust”
Hickmann explained the purpose of the
new policy. “The reason we are doing this
is because people of legal drinking age have
been buying drinks for people who are
underage. We want to make the students
aware and to alleviate peer pressure from
the underage students. Just because their
older friends drink alcohol does not mean
they have to drink too. They don’t have to
have alcohol to fit in,” she said.
Following the success of “Mocktails”,
another project is in the works for the holi
days. During the month of December stu
dents, staff, and faculty can sign pledge
cards which read “I promise not to drink
and drive during the holidays.” The cards
will then be hung on a Christmas tree.
There are also two spring projects being
Elanned. “If students have any ideas, we’d
e glad to hear from them/ Hickmann
added.

Senior Matt Beckerdite researching graduate schools on SIGI

FC Welcomes Siggy
New computer assists students in search of careers
story and photo by Dinah Shackelford
A special new computer system called
Sigi Plus is available to F.C. students and
Alumni. This computer is a unique tool that
can help students plan their careers.
Sigi Plus was developed by a team of
researchers and specialists at Educational
Testing Service. SigiPlus (System of Inter
active Guidance and Information PLUS),
pronounced “siggy plus,” is the most ad
vanced, most sophisticated computerized
career guidance system available.
The main purposes of Sigi are to increase
students’ awareness in their chosen career,
to develop their understanding, and to im
prove their level of competence in the pro
cess of making informed and rational career
decisions. Sigi serves in the capacity ot
career exploration and decision making. It

offers graduate school information for 900
different graduate schools and 13 graduate
programs. Sigi provides relevant informa
tion including school size, qualifications,
requirements and cost.
Students begin by first submitting to a
self-assessment and occupation examina
tion. There are two types of tests. The
Interest Inventory Test is for students who
are undecided about a major or a career
field. The Career Literacy Test is for stu
dents who have decided on a major career
field. The questions give students the op
portunity to test their knowledge of the
field. Both tests are now given to incoming
F.C. freshmen.
Rqndi Wilson, Director of Counselling

continued on page 4

Students speak out in hall council survey
by Lisa Patton-----------------------------Residents of St. Joseph’s Hall and
Medaille Hall voiced their opinions on resi
dential life issues such as housekeeping,
meal plans, elevator repair, security and the
renovation of the AMC through a Hall
Council Survey conducted October 4-15,
1993. Although the results show that 74%
of 153 respondents are happy that they
chose to live on campus, the response to
other questions shows that the students are
unhappy with certain aspects of residence
hall hie.
Questions about the meal plan program
drew negative response. 96% of the respon

dents felt that there should be a system to
count the meals per week each student con
sumes. Medaille resident Cathy Poe agreed
with the 91% of the respondents who said
they wished they could use their meal plans
in the Caf’ and with the 99% who believed
that the ten meal plan should be usable on
weekends. Only 21% of the respondents
felt that the food in the dining hall was
adequate, while 61% felt that the service
was adequate.
The elevators in Medaille and St Joseph’s
Halls were also the subject of two ques
tions. In response to the question “Have
you had more than five problems with the
elevator?” senior Denise Jordan said, “I

have had more than 20 problems with the
elevator. I think the renovations are good,
but it is totally unnecessary to do them until
they take care of things mandated by law,
such as elevators for handicapped use. I
believe the school should look into having
one donated.” 61 % of the students have had
more than five problems with the elevator,
while 70% thought that higher priority
should be given to elevator repairs.
Hall Council President Chris Volansky
says that his organization is “not trying to
start a confrontation, but just to get the word
out that there is a problem. The survey was
designed by residents for residents, because

continued on page 4

What do you think abdiit the NFL expansioneffort?
Dr. Donald Burgo, Chairperson of the
Department of Religious and Philosophical
Studies, recieved the Emerson Electric
Excellence in Teaching Award during a
reception held at the Ritz Carlton on Sun
day, November 14. Approximately 95
outstanding teachers from the St. Louis
metropolitan area received a crystal apple
and certificate presented by Charles Knight,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
Emerson Electric. “I’m honored to receive
the award,” commented Dr. Burgo, “and
am particularly honored to receive the crys
tal apple.”
Dr. Burgo, who last year received
Fontbonne’s Trustee’s Award for Excel
lence in Teaching, will also receive The
Governor’s Award for Excellence in
Teaching at the Governor’s Conference on
Higher Education on December 2. This
award, to be presented by the Governor,
honors the best teachers/scholars of
Missouri’s colleges and universities.

Jenny
Flatley

senior
’’It it had been
left alone, before
Fran Murray got
included, we would
have a better shot
at getting a team.”

Dave
te;Harris.
junior

” If St. Louis
doesn’t get it. they
should putOd on
the stadium and
give it to the
homeless.”

Jason M
Schankman
sophomore

“I don’t care,
really, I don’t,
or, Bevis and
Butthead is more
exciting than the

, JyRandalt^
Dillingham
Sophomore

"What’s the
NFL?"
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AMC set for rededication
by Betsy Newport-------------------------Just what is the AMC? The abbreviation
stands for the Arnold Memorial Center,
which is located on the first floor of Medaille
Hall. Now, who is Arnold?
Cecil P. and Jean A. Arnold were the
parents of a FC alum Joanne Arnold
Stratheam who earned her bachelor of arts
degree in home economics from FC in
1971.
According to Stephanie Stueber, CSJ,
director of college relations, the Arnold
family developed a special relationship with
the College community during their
daughter’s career here. In 1969, during
Stratheam’s sophomore year, Mrs. Arnold
donated over $ 100,000 to FC for the reno
vation of the first floor of Medaille Hall.
Offices for Student Services and instruc
tional programs were created at the West
end of the building. The ballroom was
remodeled to serve as a lounge area. “Mrs.
Arnold, who was a very generous lady,
wanted to make a permanent gift in memory
of her late husband,” Stueber said. Mr.
Arnold had been an executive vice -president
for engineering with Peabody Coal Com
pany. Mrs. Arnold passed away in 1981.
“Thecurrent remodeling project, funded
by gifts through the Fontbonne Campaign,
includes three sections,” said Gary Zack,
vice president of enrollment management
and student affairs. “These will be a lounge

area, study space and a computer lab with
ten low-profile stations,” Zack said. He
explained, “The low-profile term means
that the keyboards are below counter-top
level and the monitor screens are mounted
in the desk tops and viewed through the
desk tops. No visual obstacles will be above
the desk level.” The entire area may be
quickly converted for the workshops or
speakers. Zack said, “We hope to see the
original majesty and beauty restored to this
Center which will have anew sound system
and lighting. It will be a handsome area!”
The rededication ceremony will be on
Tuesday, December 7, at 4 p.m. Zack will
be the master of ceremonies and will in
troduce speakers Dr. Dunham, FC president,
Van Lear Black, chairman of the board of
trustees, a representative from the Arnold
family, and Ruth Yates, campus minister.
A plaque honoring Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
will be unveiled during the ceremony.
In addition to being a member of many
St. Louisclubsand societies, Joanne Arnold
Stratheam has remained very active at FC
as president of the Alumni Association from
1977-78, a member of the Board of Trustees
from 1979-82, recipient of the Alumni Hood
in 1986, and as a member of the President’s
Association.
The entire FC community is invited to
attend the ceremony on December 7 in the
Arnold Memorial Center.

Students don costumes for Halloween '93
Big Bird, The Pope, and French Maids make appearance
by Lisa Orthwein--------------------------------------------------------------------------------The annual Halloween dance was held
on Friday, October 29, 1993 in the Alumni
Caf of the Dunham Student Activity Cen
ter. A costume contest was held at 11:00
p.m., with prizes awarded for the best indi
vidual, couple, and group costumes. Many
students participated in the contest, which
included such costumes as Big Bird (Julie
Marchetto), Oscar the Grouch (Jodi Wessel),
and the French Maids (Christy Graney,
Nicole Toenjes, Michelle Tongian, and
Jennifer Stapleton). When asked where she
got her costume, Marchetto commented,
“My mom’s friend let me borrow it. I had
a lot of fun wearing it, except it was hard to
walk in.”
The first prize awarded was the individual
prize, which went to Dave Harris who
dressed as a woman (and a very pretty one
at that). Kim Pumphrey, who assisted him
with his costume, said, “All of the girls
envied his figure because of his slender
build.” Harris won a pumpkin full of candy
from Candy Express for his efforts.
Kevin Walsh and Brian Lind won the
prize in the couples category. Walsh dressed
as a pregnant nun, and Lind appeared as the
Pope. Their prize was a $20 gift certificate
to Applebees Restaurant.
In the group category, the cheerleaders
won as a pack of bikers. Their prize was a
Pointersaurus Pizza from Pointers Pizza.

The judging panel consisted of Thomas
Poole, the DJ of the evening, courtesy of
Golden Sounds Unlimited, Pearl Martin, a
dining hall employee, Charles Simmons, a
security guard and a photographer from
Kabance Photography. Simmons said that
he judged the contestants primarily on
originality and creativity. Simmons was
especially intrigued by Dave Harris’ cos
tume. “I gave Dave my vote because he had
me completely fooled. He really looked
like a woman. It’s a man thing,” Simmons
replied.
Chrissy Habermehl, who dressed as a
pumpkin, felt that the dance was a success.
I thought the Halloween dance was kosher.
1 enjoyed myself and I had a great time with
my new daince partner.” Heather Jones,
another participant in the costume contest
who dressed as a baby, complete with
pacifier, thought that “a lot of imagination
went into some of the costumes.”
Overall, the students agreed that the dance
was successful. Decorations included or
ange and black balloons, spooky miniature
posters on the walls, and a big banner wel
coming students as they came in the door.
The DJ, with his lights and fog machine,
played such popular favorites as the “Electric
Slide” and the “Time Warp.”

SIGI, continued from page 3---------------------------------

8:00/8:30 a.m.
9:00/9:30 a.m.
10:00/10:30 a.m.
11:00/11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

10:00- 10:40 a.m.
10:50- 11:30 a.m.
11:40 a.m. - 12:20 p.m.
12:30- 1:10 p.m.
1:20 - 2:00 p.m.
2:10-2:50 p.m.
3:00 - 3:40 p.m.
3:50 - 4:30 p.m.
4:40 - 5:20 p.m.

8:00/8:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

10:00-11:00
11:10 a.m. - 12:10 p.m.
12:30-1:45

(After 12:30 p.m. on T/Th, classes will meet as
usual)

1. If a class ordinarily extends for two periods, it will extend for two periods on snow days.
2. Announcement of the snow schedule or cancellation of classes will be made ONLY on:
KMOX-KLOU AM FM radio
KXOK AM radio
MAJIC 108 FM radio
WIL AM FM radio
Y98FM radio
3. The College switchboard will cany the tape recording announcing snow schedule or
cancellation. The tape will start with the words "Fontbonne College snow announcement"
The switchboard has been set up so that if someone is listening to the tape when you call,
you will receive a busy signal instead of the phone continuously ringing.

and Career Development in Student Services, speaks highly of Sigi Plus.
She says students can maximize the data by using the information and
submitting to a thorough self-assessment. Wilson says it is important to test
incoming freshmen in order to help guide and direct them towards a career
of interest. “Each person has primary responsibility of their career decision
making,” remarked Wilson. Proper testing can save students and parents
valuable time and money. F.C. Alumni also take advantage of SIGI’S
services through career transitional assistance. Many alumni experiencing
company mergers and transitions find SIGI to be a great vehicle for them.
Sigi covers the major aspects of career decision making through nine
interrelated sections. The “Introduction” gives an overview, explaining
what is in the whole system. “Self Assessment” looks at the student’s work
related values, interests, and various activities. In “Search”, students
choose what they want and do not want in their work fields. They receive
a list of occupations that match what they originally asked for. In
“Information”, students learn what skills are required in each occupation.
In “Skills”, students view related skills and are able to rate themselves on
these skills. In “Preparing”, the student is shown training and college
education requirements needed for any occupation in Sigi Plus. In “Cop
ing”,, students discover how to get help with issues and concerns common
to adults in a college setting. In “Deciding”, students are able to view 3
different occupations at the same time, they then decide if the occupation
is a good choice for them. And in “Nini steps”, students begin moving
toward their career goals by planning short-term strategies. When students
use Sigi their information is stored under a 4-digit code number allowing
them to access their file.
Despite its sophistication, Sigi Plus is simple to use. No prior knowledge
of computers is needed. According to freshman Angie Rickher, “It’s real
easy to use. I found Sigi to be more helpful than going through catalogs and
career books, this way, you can find out exactly what your
interests are.” Sigi is user friendly and interaction is veiy clear. Randi
Wilson suggests that students make an appointment with her first to
determine ifSigi is the best option for them.

Evening Classes

Hall survey, continued from page 3-----------------------

1. Cancellation of day classes will NOT necessarily mean the cancellation of night classes.
The decision on night classes, INCLUDING OPTIONS CLASSES, will be made by 2:00 p.m.
and will be heard on the stations listed above.
2. Snow schedule for day classes will not necessarily mean that there will be snow schedule
in force for that evening's classes. The decision on the use of the snow schedule for evening
classes, INCLUDING OPTIONS CLASSES, will be made by 2:00 p.m. and will be heard
on the stations listed above.

many people feel that the residence halls have deteriorated.”
Some of the other issues addressed by the survey were cable TV in
individual rooms, Student Services, and the heat/air conditioning problems
in Medaille Hall. Five questions about the heat/air conditioning and the
construction in the AMC were directed only at Medaille residents. 94% of
Medaille residents believed that the problems with the heat and air condi
tioning problems were handled improperly. The same amount of residents
reported that their sleep or studies were interrupted by the cold during the
time the heat was out of order. Over 80% of the students said that the work
on the heat/air conditioning and the construction in the AMC have disrupted
their studies and normal living routine.
Even though the survey paints a negative picture of life in the residence
halls, senior Matt Beckerdite wanted to stress that there are many positive
things about living on campus. “The survey asked about the negative areas,
because that is where the problems are,” said Beckerdite, who is also a
member of Hall Council. “However if you live on campus, you don’t have
to contend with traffic or worry about parking. You can get up five minutes
before class and all your friends are right here.”
Freshman St Joseph’s Hall resident Valerie Schremp says that she is
happy she chose to live in the residence hall though housekeeping does not
do an adequate job.
According to Volansky, the results of the survey will be given to VicePresident of Business and Finance, Mel Patton, Director of Residential Life
and Student Services, Carla Tinoco, President Meneve Dunham and Vice
iirs, Gary Zack. Hall Council is also thinking about
mts so they have an objective idea of what they are
for.

EVENING SNOW SCHEDULE:
After 4:30 p.m.
Classes start 1/2 hour late and end 1/2 hour early.

3. If the weather turns bad during evening classes, it will be the instructor's responsibility to
dismiss the class.

Saturday Classes
1. Cancellation of or snow schedule for Saturday classes will be announced on KMOX, Y98 FM,
and WIL after 6:00 a.m.

SATURDAY SNOW SCHEDULE:
Saturday morning
Classes start 45 minutes late.
Saturday afternoon
Classes start at regular time.
2. If the weather deteriorates during the Saturday classes, it is the instructor's responsiblity to
dismiss the class.
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Opinion
Empty mailboxes, empty
lives (no, it's not the title of
a bad country song, it's the
truth)
by Valerie Schremp
You’ve seen it. I’ve seen it. This injustice can’t go on.
Here’s the scoop: a Fontbonne student nonchalantly strolls through the doors of
Medaille Hall. Life’s spiffy, she’s happy, and was thrilled to eat a teddy bear-shaped soy
patty at last night’s dining hall dinner. She hangs a right and stops in front of the mailboxes.
She casually locates her own mailbox and turns her combination knob. She wrenches open
the door, takes a deep breath, and peers inside to find....IT’S EMPTY!
AGGGGGGGHHHHHH!! IT’S EMPTY!!! FOR THREE WHOLE WEEKS HER
MAILBOX HAS BEEN EMPTY!!!! IS THERE NO GOD?!?!? DEATH, DEATH,
DEATH TO THE MAILPERSON!! WHAT HAS THIS WORLD COME TO?!?!?!?
DOESN’T ANYBODY SEND PERSONAL LETTERS ANYMORE?!?!?!?!?
And the answer to that final question, as we all know too well, is no.
Even the Postal Service knows this as fact: fifteen years ago, personal letters accounted
for 6 percent of the United States Postal Service’s volume. In 1991, that figure dropped to
4.4 percent. Personally, I feel this is too little of a good thing. Who doesn’t love receiving
letters? Let’s face it: letters LIVE, and their value and staying power certainly surpasses
that of any communication cop-out phone call. We must do something about the demise
of letter-writing, and the only way to start is to sit down and write a letter ourselves.
’’But Vaaaaaal,” you’re probably whining. “I don’t know where to start!” No reason to
worry, ‘cause the first step is easy: gather proper materials. And the proper materials for
letter-writing lurk EVERYWHERE. Write on the back of a tray liner from Hardee’s. Print
out a letter on fluorescent yellow Xerox paper, or write on the back of a homecoming flyer
and let your recipient know about college life. Postcards relay your message on the flipside
of a Monet, the Three Stooges, or the Monty Python players. Suitable stationary lurks
everywhere—I once wrote a letter on the back of a TWA airsick bag. Be wacky, be weird,
but don’t worry: great letters still come on plain old notebook paper.
“Okay, Vai,’you’re saying. “I have my barf bag and pen in hand. NOW whatdoldo?”
The answer, again, is simple: start writing and grab their attention. “Dear Auntie Bernice,”
you may begin. “Just thought I’d thank you for the lovely birthday Salad Shooter. It dices,
slices, and oh, how it spits out cedar bedding! My ferret really appreciates it.”
Ha ha! No, don’t LIE when starting a letter, just make them take notice. Scream at them
in your opening line. (“HEEEEEEEEYYYYYYY!!!!! What do you think of my James
Brown impersonation?” ) Tell them you’ve been thinking about them. (“It was kinda
religious—your image appeared in my side of canned beets at dinner the other night.”) Tell
them what you’re up to. C‘At the moment, I am writing you a letter.”) Picture the person
to whom you’re writing, and let that pen fly. Don’t worry about WHAT you write or HOW
you write it, because as long as it makes sense and is sincere, you are undoubtedly doing
your recipient an unforgettable favor on paper. They’ll love you, post your letter on their
Frigidaire, and may even send you large amounts of money or Ramen noodles in return.
“All-righty,” you now say. “I wrote my letter. I slapped on a young Elvis stamp. I sealed
my envelope with a big ‘ol sloppy wet kiss. Are there more steps?*
Surething. First, wipe your mouth. Then, locate your friendly neighborhood mailperson,
apologize for plotting his untimely postal worker demise, and ask him to kindly deliver your
written work of art. Now, all you have to do is write more letters, and THEN, if your friends
are nice, you may just receive some in return. Your weekday chore of strolling to the
Medialle mailboxes will undoubtedly become a pleasant one.
By the way, if you don’t know who to write to, I’m the Fontbonne student who didn’t
get mail for three weeks.
13
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I would like to take a moment to formally appologize to Dan Ritter, who was the victim
of a uncalled-for typing error in the Mr. Fontbonne article in last month’s Fontbanner.
Instead of a Public Relations major, the article listed Dan as majoring in an anatomical area.
Dan, I sincerely apologize, and I wish you well in your studies, whatever they may be.

Free food or quality time.
Why not both?
by Cynthia Burkhead-------------------------------------------------------------------------------FC provides a free luncheon twice each semester for non-traditional students. The idea
is that we pay the same activity fees as traditional students, but have fewer activities offered
from which we might benefit. The rationale behind this effort is good, reflecting a desire
to give all FC students a quality experience during their time at the College.
1 attended my second luncheon on November 10. The food was good, as it was at the
first luncheon, but the attendance had dwindled by half. When I left the room, I noticed
a number of non-traditional students eating and studying in the Caf’, a few of whom I had
seen at the first luncheon. I think I know the reason for their absence.
If there is one thing common to all non-traditional students, it is the way we schedule
our time. We gave up on the idea of “all the time in the world” long ago, so any time we
have is precious, particularly at school, and we carefully schedule ourselves to be as
productive as possible. This is not to say that older students do not appreciate a good time,
but even fun is carefully scheduled. The non-traditional luncheons offer the student neither
a productive use of time or fun. We enter a room, fill a plate with food, and sit down to eat
with other students who, if not placed in this environment where sociability seems
expected, would be putting fork to mouth with both eyes glued to the pages of a textbook.
But at the luncheons, conversation seems to be the rule. And entertainment is nowhere on
the menu.
To make good use of the time allotted for these get togethers, FC and Student Services
should come up with a program of speakers who can address relevant concerns of the nontraditional student, such as time management techniques, or what to do when you child has
the flu and you have a paper due. Even entertainment would be appreciated. Those
traveling hypnotists who frequent college campuses might be the best value of all. We
would get few moments of deep stress relief and a good laugh all in the same deal. Whatever
is done, anything that is offered, would be an improvement over the non-organized silence
felt during the last two non-traditional luncheons.

Lights...camera...inaction! Welcome
toLarryKingLiveandthegreatN.A.F.T.A.
debate between Ross Perot and Vice-Presi
dent Al Gore.
After a week of hype leading up to the
broadcast, audiences were treated to an hour
of sheer boredom. N.A.F.T.A. was barely
mentioned between the rhetoric and personal
snubs and when it was over, the average
viewer was as uninformed about the trade
agreement as he or she was before the de
bate had started. When the smoke had
cleared, most people thought that Al Gore
had won the debate (although when one
considers its content, winning this debate
seems as unappealing as losing it.
The main reason why people think Gore
won was that he attempted and in some
limited degree succeeded to define the con
test as a struggle between the politics of fear
and the politics of hope. Ostensibly, Mr.
Gore would cast his beliefs as being those of
the latter category while promoting his op
ponent as a fear-monger. This is interesting
in light of the fact that the Vice-President
continually warned viewers of the cata
strophic effects which would result if
N. A.F.T. A. didn’t pass. Politics and verbal
jousting aside, this matter of the politics of
fear vs. the politics of one brings up one
very interesting question. Which is really
better?
On the face of it, I suppose most people
would immediately feel that hope was a
much more positive motivation force than
fear. But since the truth rarely resides
within the obvious, I think this whole topic
deserves some serious investigation.
Admittedly, fear has many negative
consequences. Fear between the races breeds
suspicion and prejudice and fear of the
unknown results in many a lost opportunity.
But let’s not forget the many positive and
necessary ways in which fear effects our
lives. The fear of being burned keeps my
hands off the stove and fear of being caught
and punished has probably deterred a large
amount of criminal activity throughout the
course of human history. We’ve all seen
what can happen when powerful state lead
ers lack a certain essential, humanizing fear.
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Napoleon was able to brush all fears aside
when he launched his invasion of Russia
and Hitler and Nazi Germany demonstrated
a terrifyingly short supply of apprehension.
Obversely, hope seems to be one of the
best qualities which humanity can possess.
Hope for the future can give people some
thing to strive for. Hope keeps us from
giving up on worthwhile pursuits and lends
us the resolve necessary to keep working for
our dreams. But don’t be fooled. Hope is
dangerous. If hope could be bottled, the
Surgeon General would eventually be com
pelled to stamp each phial with he follow
ing: Warning; consumption may result in
a serious lack of judgement. Too m uch hope
can lead to an unrealistic outlook. If one
places too much hope on such things as the
essential goodness of human nature, one
becomes vulnerable to less hopeful, more
pragmatic individuals. At its worst, hope
lulls us into a dream-like state wherein we
become convinced of a better future and no
longer feel the necessity of striving to ac
complish that which will certainly come
about irregardless of effort.
Another point to consider is the sub
stance which Ues behind fear and hope. Fear
is based on empirical evidence, on things
which might or will happen in the real
world. If it were not based on reality, it
would cease to be fear and instead be para
noia. Hope, on the other hand, is based on
possibilities which do not yet exist. We
cannot hold hope for things we already
possess. We can enjoy good fortune when
it actually comesour way, but when it doesn’ t
and we find ourselves without it, we can
only hope for it. Fear has its foundations in
an undesirable certainty whereas hope floats
through the haze of an ephemeral
dreamworld.
Congress’ recent decision to pass the
North American Free Trade Agreement has
set our contry’s economic future on a quest
for a dream. Whether or not that dream
comes true, the wisdom of their decision is
at least questionable. Meanwhile, trade
negotiations with Asian and Pacific-rim
nations continue...
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Separation promotes responsible drinking

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
We are writing this letter in regard to the party at “Late Night with Lee McKinney” on
Friday, Nov. 12. We, as resident assistants on campus, have successfully implemented a
means to help reduce the “out of control” and under-aged drinking that occurs during
school functions.
We’ve offered non-alcoholic programs such as MOCKTAILS, a non-alcoholic happy
hour, movie nights with free soda and popcorn, and we have recently begun giving ID
bracelets to legal-aged students and roping off an area for legal-aged drinking. Although
not everyone may understand the advantages of this, we feel tnat it has successfully limited
under-aged drinking without spoiling the fun.
However, at “Late Night,” there were no requirements for identification, no roped -off
area, and no one there to monitor under-aged drinking. We would like to know what makes
this party any different from the rest?
We feel that such a lack of responsibility sends the message to people that we, at
Fontbonne, make alcohol accessible to under-aged drinkers, which contradicts Missouri
State Law.
We don’t enforce our programs in order to end all partying on campus. We just want to
promote responsible, lawful drinking. But we think that the lack of guidelines at “Late
Night” completely defeats what we nave tried to accomplish this year.
Are our methods too difficult to enforce? If so, we would like to know why. If not,
please enlighten us as to why “Late Night ” should be any different.
Kristin Chrisco
Susie Beekman

(Dear (Diary
by Cynthia Burkhead
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I used to think of dia
ries as small books with
fragile locks that little girls
used to giggle over to
gether, then packed away
Z
prW
until, in adulthood, they
were read to revive fond
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?
'
memories of simpler
zjy
times.
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ary may become a legal
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form or evidence against
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its author in criminal pro'
ceedings, thanks to a brief /
confessional moment by
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. .. .
Senator Bob Packwood,
and a subsequent desire of
--------- his peers on the senate
floor to appear ethical.
Several questions arise like bile in the back of my throat:
1) Is the fifth amendment, once again, to undergo interpretation? Will the Supreme
Court actually spend time considering whether the words a person speaks to and for himself
constitutes self-incrimination?
2) What is the difference between a diary a journal? Will we all have to make notes in
our journals designating fact from the fiction that invades our thoughts when we reflect on
our personal lives in a literary manner? And will this type of “creative” reflection have
to be kept out of a diary, if a diary is legally differentiated from a journal?
3) Will privacy now be redefined, along with search and seizure laws and Miranda
rights. Wilf the diary have the right to an attorney too?
I can’t predict what action may be taken by the courts on this matter, one can stand only
so much disappointment in the course of a lifetime, but I can comment on the attitudes that
are supporting the use of Senator Packwood’s words against him, and I can do so with
words I learned back in the days when I was busy looking for the best place to hide my diary
key from Mom and Dad. Two wrongs don’t make it right.
I’ve been sexually harassed by the worst, at a time when there were no laws against iL
I was a militarypolice person in the 1970’s. I was the first female my fellow MP’shadever
worked with. Tney weren’t pleased with my presense, and displayed their feelings in very
inappropriate ways. While I did receive some support from the fathers and grandfathers
in the group, I would have preferred a more legal and binding punishment for my harrassers
than the black eyes they received behind the mess hall late at night. But, I would never have
supported their punishment at the expense of anyone’s constitutional rights. Because, and
this is the foresight part of the issue, someday there might be a knock on my front door
requesting my diary or journal to use against me in court because I ran over my neighbor’s
cat or, worse still, doubted the capabilities of my elected officials.
I’ve always believed that the pen is mightier than the sword, but do any of us really want
to be finished off by our own ball points.

by Kirstan Fair-------------------------------------------- The general consensus of the students against the policy is that it is unfair. How come
you cannot be with your friends and have alcohol? We are responsible young adults, right.
Noproblem. We’re not like other people who can’t handle their liquor. We can handle it.
Student Services is attempting to find ways of promoting alcohol awareness on campus.
“One activity we are planning is Mocktails, a spin on cocktails. Mocktails are non
alcoholic beverages that are an alternative to their alcoholic counterparts.” Even though it
seems unfair, this policy has good intent. The college has not had any serious incidents that
were alcohol related except for some instances of vandalism. The policy is for the good and
safety of the students, staff, and faculty. Students who do not dnnk or who are underage
can realize that consuming alcohol illegally and irresponsibly has serious consequences.

The transfer cycle goes round and round
by Niki Bess

---------------------- —----------------------------------- —------- --------------

Well, it’s that time of year again; the time when all you want to do is curl up in your bed
and stay there a few days. I’m not talking about winter, if that’s what you’re thinking. I’m
talking about...spring registration. Registration is stressful for all parties involved - faculty,
students and staff alike. However, being a senior who transferred into Fontbonne as a
junior, I’d venture a guess that spring registration is most stressful for those of us trying to
graduate the following May.
“Why?” you may ask. Well, I’ll tell you. Due to Fontbonne spolicy of cycling classes
that are required for certain majors, I found myself registering for twenty-six hours this
spring in an attempt to graduate in four years. I’m not the only student in this unpleasant
predicament: I know several students trying to decide whether to overload themselves this
spring or stay in an extra year.
Before I go any further, let me state that I am not blaming anyone. I know the
administration is not part of some strange plot to keep the students in school forever.
Likewise, I also know that transfers like myself are not just coasting along being negligent,
and hoping to graduate without doing any work. In my frustration, I decided to try to find
some answers.
The first person I went to talk to was Dr. Meneve Dunham, President of Fontbonne
College. When asked about the college’s policy of cycling courses, she said that the college
had to weigh the number of students in a given major against the cost of the course, and that
the college had worked hard not to increase tuition. Dr. Dunham also stated that cycling
courses in a major was better than dropping these majors altogether. I, of course, agreed,
but I wasn’t sure that these were the only two alternatives, so I went to talk to someone else.
I decided to speak to Dr. Joan Lescinski, CSJ, Vice-President and Dean of Academic
Affairs. She also stated that cycling was a necessity, because very few majors were large
enough to sustain upper-level major courses every semester. With this in mind, I asked Dr.
Lescinski if it was feasible for the college to accept transfer students expecting to graduate
in four years. She stated that this was a good question, and went on to make a solid
suggestion of her own. Dr. Lescinski said Fontbonne needs, “...to look at the needs of
transfer students and build our rotations with them in mind. We need to offer upper-level
major courses at least once in a two-year cycle.”
With this in mind, I thought of some suggestions of my own. First, take Dr. Lescinski s
advice, and offer upper-level courses at least once every two years. But don’t offer all
upper-level classes in the last semester of each year. This spreads the courses equally in
two semesters, so that students like myself don’t end up taking fifteen hours one semester
and twenty-six the next Second, upon admittance to the college, transfer students and their
advisors need to sort through students’ transcripts, find out which classes are needed and
when they can be taken, and put all of it in writing. This protects both students and faculty
from potentially stressful or ugly situations.
This fall, Fontbonne enrolled 125 incoming freshmen and 125 transfer students.
Projected estimates for the spring semester are 4-5 freshmen and 30-50 transfers. In light
of these statistics, Fontbonne needs to seriously consider the problems transfers encounter,
so both transfers and faculty can work toward solving these problems. Then, maybe
registration can be something we all look forward to.

News media fans the flames of anger
by Kirstan Fair —-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------The news media claims to bring the American public a fair and unbiased account of the
events that happen everyday. However, many times it fails to do so. Many news reports
present one-sided stories where the whole story is not told and we are misinformed as a
result.
Last year, when Japan would not open their trading ports with the United States, the
media made Japan out to be the selfish big brother that would not share with little brother
U. S. On the evening news people were seen basingan imported Japanese car to bits and
government figures took pot shots at the Japanese. The media stirred up an anti-Japanese
sentiment that was rather unjustified. It’s not Japan’s fault that the U.S. is trillions of dollars
in debt. It was the nearsightedness of our government in the 1980’s and the heavy foreign
trade that put the U.S. in this predicament.
Another hot spot was when a dead American serviceman was dragged naked through the
streets of Mogadishu in Somalia. The
news stations showed the whole incident.
---------- ------"
This was rather tasteless and a dishonor to
our country and it had to be painful for the
serviceman’s family to watch. Again, this
stirred up feelings of anger and Americans
wanted Somali heads to roll.
The Rodney king beating and verdict
wrought a havoc that will hopefully never
happen again. When two of the four offic
ers accused of beating King were acquitted,
the city of Los Angeles exploded in anger
Salon pifect
and violence. Rioters destroyed buildings
and houses with fire. An innocent truck
fair and nails
driver suffered a horrible beating at the
hands of a group of young men. The
media’s repeated showings of King’s beat
ing had already provided a spark and the
Nice Change Salon
acquittal was the gasoline that ignited the
8892 Jennings St. Road
fire of anger and frustration with America’s
St. Louis, Mo. 63136
judicial system.
Phone: 869-5818
The media needs to go back to basics.
Cover news on the straight and narrow and
not magnify stories that are trivial and
Ask for: Lesla
sensational. There is good and bad in the
world. Sometimes, the media needs to stop
stressing the negative and stress the posi
tive for a change.

For A
Nice Change
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With this second installment of Papers in the Paper, the Fontbanner continues celebrating the art
of the essay. Papers in the Paper recognizes those essays written in Rhetoric and other classes
which exhibit the superior abilities of our students. The essays engage readers, offer focused ideas
expressed in lively and interesting language, and demonstrate the writers' interest in the world
around them. To these writers we offer our congratulations.
We also take this opportunity to honor the writers of Fontbonne’s Annual High School Essay
competition: Bryan McAffee, Carbondale Community High School, First Place; Colleen
Coolidge, O Fallon (Illinois) Townships High School; Julie Mings, Carbondale Community High
School; Eva Marie Rank, Carbondale Community High School, Honorable Mentions.

A Rose is a Rose is a Rhetoric
Barbara C. Grimm

After enjoying a ride to the top of the arch recently, an elderly visitor to St. Louis asked his son
and new daughter-in-law for further sightseeing suggestions. "Let’s take a ride on the Metro,” offered
his son. The Metro! the man asked, puzzled. "Thenew Metro Link," the daughter-in-law explained.
The visitor still looked confused. "It's St. Louis's new light rail," the grandson chimed in proudly.
Finally, a light of recognition came to the elderly man's face. With the word "rail" came meaning. Yet
no one wanted to use the word rail, much less a word really familiar to this man: train.
Today, it seems, the object is to eliminate words of meaning and go directly for the obscure. For
many, the further removed is a name from the actual object, the higher its place on the social scale.
Connections to the past are cast aside as irrelevant and arcane. Ours has become alanguage that honors
obscurity and eschews simplicity. One need look no further than the course on which the leaders of
our country have taken us. For example, the Department of Public Works now officially refers to road
signs as "ground-mounted confirmatory route markers." And, the Defense Department now calls a
tent a "frame-supported tension structure." The Environmental Protection Agency has stopped using
the term acid rain and substitutes "poorly buffered precipitation," instead. And, it has been ten years
since the Pentagon began calling peace "permanent prehostility." In that spirit, let us cast aside
tradition. The time has come to acquiesce in the matter of changing the tired and dated title of
Fontbonne’s Rhetoric class. Following the example set by our country's great leaders, Fontbonne
should change the title of its writing course from Rhetoric to composition. The 1990s style
reasoning goes like this: the underlying motivational impetus for retitlement of Fontbonne’s Rhetoric
course is attributable to the neccssitation of implementation of what will henceforth be categorized
as the three "C's": convenience, commitment, and change. (Translation: The course title should be
changed for these reasons:)
The first reason retitlement implementation is needed is, simply, convenience. Much valuable
classroom time is lost is a foolish pursuit of the meaning of the word rhetoric itself. Using this archaic
word necessitates at least a brief discussion regarding its origin and the way the word has evolved
from its original meaning. To be thorough, a teacher may even have to make a distinction between
classical rhetoric and medieval rhetoric. This, in turn, could digress into a discussion of Aristotle and
The Art of Rhetoric which could in turn throw the instructor off schedule at least one class period.
This also raises the question as to whether students should really be subjected to the ideas of a man
who never knew the meaning of words like megabyte, DOS, or floppy disk? Aristotle probably
thought a RAM was a constellation in the heavens or an animal that roamed the hillside. And, what
a terrible infringement on classroom time. Consider the burden.semester after semester, of having to
explain the meaning of yet another word to each incoming class of freshmen. The task is further
complicated when a student is familiar with the word only in the context of politics, thereby making
him or her inherently suspicious. Let us also not fail to consider the imposition upon the student. This
already overburdened young adult must spend his or her precious time pondering, of all things, words
and even the evolution of the meaning of words through hundreds of years. Just when this incoming
freshman is tackling registration, parking problems, and an entirely new environment, Fontbonne,
through its insistence on tradition, presents a course title that may force this student to resort to a
dictionary. The horror.
It is time for a change. Composition is what's happening now Forget the reading. Forget the
reasoning. Forget the discourse. Just write. Which brings us to the second "C,” Commitment.
Fontbonne’s only "Commitment” in a course titled Composition is to the outcome of what happens
after pen is put to paper. Thinking will not be a necessary precursor of writing. This, of course, ties
in perfectly with the first "C," Convenience. Fontbonne will be totally free from the responsibility of
teaching students to think and reason. (A concept a woman named Schlafly has been pushing for
years.) The only commitment in teaching composition will be limited to the mechanics of writing.
Has this not, after all, been the natural evolution of writing? Consider the volume of writing now being
produced without the cumbersome burden of thought. As a great thinker on Saturday Night Live
suggests, "How convenient." Didn't the eighties gave us works from the great game show hostess/
letter-turner Vanna White, with her insightful book, Vanna Speaks? And.wasn't Barbara Cartland
one of the most read and sought after novelists of the decade. And every imprisoned
politician,televangelist, and ax murderer of the decade came forth with profound words of drivel
within weeks after their, capture, conviction or conversion? But, if we, as teachers, have the freedom
to teach strictly composition, we will have so much more time to spend on endless varieties of
punctuation, capitalization, and margin widths. Perhaps we may even have the opportunity to reinvent
new, more innovative formats for the basic composition paper such as a uniform requirement of gothic
script. W i th just a few warnings thrown in regarding plagiarism, (a word whose meaning students have
magically picked up either through television or osmosis) we will have fulfilled all the promises the
course title, composition, has to offer. What about discourse and dialectic you may ask? Forget it.
Just two more words that won't have to be submitted for classroom discussion. Introducing these
words may lead to digression and further discussion about Socrates and Plato, and perhaps even
Hegel. Let us not even consider such a damnable waste of time and free-thinking. No. We're best to
keep to our committed curriculum.
Change for its own sake, a phenomenon that began in the eighties and whose own momentum has
carried it into the nineties, is what Americans want. In fact, we demand change. Wearing the latest
clothes suggests having the newest ideas. And the newest ideas equate to what is best. Change is why
we elected our current president is it not? Then change it should be. In that spirit, let us cast aside

tradition. The time has come to acquiesce. We must change the tired and dated name of Fontbonne’s
rhetoric class at least to composition. Indeed, to be highly innovative, perhaps the title composition
is obsolete. To be considered the "School of What's Happnin' Now," Fontbonne might consider titling
the course Writing Across the Curriculum and give it the acronym WATC. Or, Fontbonne could start
giving DWI'S, Dysfunctional Writer's Instruction. Or, perhaps we could have a twelve step program
for writing. It would require students to admit their powerlessness over the written word. After having
done so, they would subsequently identify all those responsible for their inability to write and possibly
appear on talk shows condemning all who held them back. Or, the course may be more appealing by
giving it a "How To" flavor. For example, How To Put Power in your Prose. Or, How to get A's on
Anything You Write. To really make the course meaningful, we could stress the monetary rewards
of writing: Writing for Dollars, or Write like a Harlequin Romance Novelist in just Sixteen Weeks,
or perhaps, How to Become a Victim and Make Millions. Initiating change. It's downright American.
We thrive on being the first; in everything, anything. Being first translates into being best. It becomes
incumbent, then, for colleges to stay abreast..... to be Best. Lest Fontbonne be accused of falling
behind, the title of the writing course should be changed if not from Rhetoric to Writing for Dollars,
then at least to Composition. There's really no need for reflection or contemplation. "Just do it” as the
Nike slogan tells us.
Unfortunately, however, there may be one consideration for retaining the title of Rhetoric. There
remains that gnawing question of whether Fontbonne should he embracing these words and titles, that,
in reality, are elaborate evasions of truth. Should we even dare to hope that through reason and
discussion we might, ever so slightly, chisel away at these heavily disguised layers of verbiage in
search of some kind of underlying truth? Could we be the very last hold-out in the country. After most
other colleges have changed the titles of their writing courses to WATC, or DWI, or How To Get A's
on Anything You Write, Fontbonne could, in fact, be considered on the cutting edge by being the lone
hold-out by retaining not only the title of rhetoric but all the tradition that word encompasses?
Fontbonne could be Seen as one of the few schools confident enough in the importance of retaining
the three R's (in this case, reading, reasoning and writing), to persist in what we believe is the truth.
Think of it. A network news/entertainment show picks it up nationally. Instantly, it's of world-wide
interest. Everyone's vying to be firs t with the story. The promo would go something like this: "A small,
St. Louis college tums-out profoundly great thinkers using a method dating back thousands of years.
It involves reasoning, dialectical discussion, and something called rhetoric, which has nothing to do
with the upcoming election. More after this."

PAPERS IN THE PAPER
PROPHETS OR MADMEN?
by Louis Temple

Many laymen view artists as unusual people who do strange things and get paid for it. Truthfully,
most people don't know what the hell they're talking about. Personally, I always see artists as some
of the greatest benefactors to society.
Artists are creators. They are visionaries who view the world as a massive sphere of chaotic
organisms. They use their sculptures, paintings, and poetry to recreate society from their perspectives.
Artists are those strange animals who endeavor to make sense out of nonsense, clarity out of
confusion, and truth out of turmoil. They do this by imagination, by inventing new ways of relating
with their world. This expansion of consciousness drives them to forge an abstract dream into
something concrete and tangible. Ultimately, their goal is to create order from this chaos without being
vaccumed into the sphere itself.
The famous Picasso told us, 'An act of creation is first of all an act of destruction"; thus, an artist
is also a destroyer. When any sculptor turns a slab of marble into a masterpiece, no matter how great
it may be, he is destroying the natural beauty of the stone. He has taken away that which Mother Nature
has intended and turned the marble into an artificial, man-made object. Likewise, a poet undoes the
logical order of syntax in order to convey a particular image or emotion. The artist's passion for form
and willingness to create a more appropriate environment forces him to demolish the natural order of
things.
Respectively, the most important role the artist plays is that of an instructor. If a painter were to
create an image of a particular tree and capture all of its natural qualities, then he fulfilled his duties
as an artist. If, however, he decides to share this painting with the rest of the world, then he has become
a teacher. An observer of this work would see something that he has never seen before. He will sense
a different aspect of "treeness" that he has never known. The artist has then changed forever the
psychology of the observer. He has instilled something in the person's conscience that had never
before existed. The man will probably never view trees in the same way again! This teaching ability
can transfer to mqjic, dance, literature, or any art form. The creation of one individual can prove to
benefit many.
Insane is also a good way to describe a true artist. I don't mean insane as in mentally unsound,
but as having the gift of "divine madness": that gut instinct that makes someone constantly thirst for
perfection. We've all heard stories of composers who spend years working on one score, the poet that
spends a decade just to get fourteen lines to flow evenly, and the sword maker that spends half a
lifetime polishing a single piece of steel. It's almost ironic how the beauty of creation is sometime the
result of intense agony.
In short, artists can be described as a creator, a destroyer, a teacher, and a madman. It is the
combination of all these qualities that enable them to interpret the imagination and make ideas
concrete. That's gotta feel good.
*

*

*

HEROES: WHERE ARE THEY?
By Angie Rickher
A knight in shining armor; a courageous, brave Norman Schwarzkopf; a mighty, fearless
inspiration-why are there so few heroes in today’s world? My father learned the answer not too
long ago, and his experience has changed his outlook on life completely. After work one evening,
my dad, Bill, went to his health club. He lifted for awhile and left to get a drink from the water
fountain. On his way out, he noticed a man running down the hall into the Cardiovascular room and
decided to find out what was going on. Little did he know that his instinctive response to help would
put him in the middle of a moral dilemma.
As he entered the room, he saw a man in his late seventies with his back up against the wall,
slowly falling to the floor. Bill worked his way through the crowd of people to the man. Jack, a
friend of his, was bent down next to the old man. The man's eyes were rolling back into his head
and then he stopped breathing. Bill checked if the man had a pulse and then Jack began CPR
(Cardiopulmonary resuscitation). Vomit spewed out of the man's mouth, making Jack stop and
leave the room. That is when my father took over. Before giving mouth to mouth, he had to roll
the man on his side, pry his mouth open to clear it, and then pull his tongue out of his throat. After
that, he did another cycle of CPR. He repeated these procedures over and over until the paramedics
arrived. As they were getting their equipment ready, my father felt one of the man's ribs pop. A
paramedic then began to cut the victim’s shirt open. Bill couldn't believe the paramedic moved so
slowly, so he grabbed the shirt and ripped it open. They injected epinephrine (a form of adrenaline)
into the victim's heart and then proceeded to shock him with 250 joules. They couldn't revive him
so they stopped. One of the paramedics asked Bill the man's name and his age. Bill replied that the
main desk would have that information. Once they received all the information, called the man's
family, and left for Memorial Hospital, my father could reflect on what happened.
"I'm really sorry I couldn't stay and help you Bill. I just couldn't handle it," Jack said.
Don t worry about it. I'm just surprised one of the health club's employees didn't step in. After
all, it is owned by the hospital and they should know what to do in that kind of a situation."
You re right. They were just standing around watching with everyone else. Also, the
paramedics seemed to take forever to get here and once they did, they didn't seem to be in much of
a hurry to relieve you or to do anything else."
"It makes you wonder how many other times that happens," Bill said.
"Bill, look at your hand!" My father noticed that he was bleeding.
The man was having muscle spasms and he bit me when I was trying to open up his mouth."
"You need to contact the hospital and find out if that man had AIDS."
"AIDS," my father thought
He called the hospital and found out that the coroner couldn't do a blood test on the man without
permission of the family under the Privacy Act. The manager of the health club got his lawyer to
contact the family and request a blood sample for testing. They were going to do three tests on the
blood, two for AIDS and one for hepatitis. The results would be back in ten days.
Later that night when my dad came home, instead of feeling satisfied that he had done his best
to save the man's life, many haunting questions filled his head. Was it worth it if he gets AIDS?
What else could he have done to revive the man? Maybe he should have covered him in a blanket
or elevated his feet. Or should he just have left the man alone? Could he be sued by the man’s family
for breaking a rib and possibly puncturing a lung? Or is he protected under the Illinois Good
Samaritan Law?
Many other things constantly reminded him of the incident. He couldn't sleep for several nights

without waking with a nightmare. No matter how many times he washed his hands, they smelled of
the man's vomit. Whenever he goes to work out he hears people saying that he should have done
something else. He can't even look in the cardiovascular room anymore, much less go in it.
Bill finally decided to call Memorial Hospital to find some answers to his questions and hopefully
ease his mind. The paramedic he spoke with told him that it is very common to break a rib, especially
in older people. He included that my father was protected under the Good Samaritan Law. The
paramedic mentioned that the people should have told him at the time if they felt he should have
covered the man with a blanket or elevated his feet My father also found out from the paramedic that
the man had a history of heart problems. This eased Bill's conscience regarding all of his questions
but one. Did the man have AIDS?
When the ten days were up, the Health Club's lawyer called with the results. All three tests came
out negative. He then informed my dad that he needed to go to the hospital and have these same tests
taken on him to protect the Health Club. This way, if he ever does contract AIDS in the future, he won't
be able to sue the Health Club. My father has gone in for the tests, and the good Samaritan and his
family are still waiting for the results.

THE FACADE OF GREEN OAKS
By Sara Lusk

I had to see it for myself. My father said the old man was away visiting his daughter, or something,
so I knew that the "No Trespassing" signs posted everywhere would not be enforced. I walked slowly
up the long, stone driveway, until the house came into view. I drew in my breath, and don't remember
ever letting it out again. I wondered how this venerable place, that now seemed too lovely and serene,
could have once been the site of so much pain and human suffering. As I hesitantly walked around
to the back of the house, my eyes scanned the woods, and there, barely visible, were the remains of
the old slave's quarters. There wasn't much left after almost a century and a half, just the crumbling
rocks that had once formed the foundation for five tiny, almost perfectly square cabins. They were
built closely together, as if there were safety in numbers. Nothing recognizable was left except for a
few brown, rotting logs and a stone that appeared to have been used as a doorstep. I stared at that stone
and wondered how many children's dusty feet had run over it, and how many time it had been used
to sit on to watch the stars or to sing gospel hymns. The stories that it could have told...
I walked away, back towards the house. I had to see the thing that I had come to see. I approached
the old doors that led to a cellar underneath the house. I grabbed one of the loose handles and jerked
the door up. Sunlight filtered its way down the dusty, make-shift steps. Carefully, I descended them.
It was a small room, maybe ten feet by twelve feet, and there, embedded in the damp stone wall
opposite me, was a pair of rusty iron shackles. I closed my eyes and swallowed. The two-inch cuffs
hung open limply from their heavy chains. They have actually chained people up down here? My mind
refused to believe it! But as I stood there, it began to sink in, and I started to understand the pain and
the sense of helplessness that must have once filled this room. But more than that, I began to
understand the anger that my fellow human beings must have felt while chained up down here. Fury
rose inside of me - a type of primitive rage - but there was no one there to lash out at, and no one
there to defend.
Hours later, as I sat on the stately pillared porch, I cringed to think of the bitter irony of the history
surrounding this house. Fine, up-standing members of the community who piously prayed in church
every Sunday, had manacles in their cellars designed to torture and dehumanize persons created by
the same God that they were created by! The facade was still effective over one-hundred and twenty
years later. The casual observer saw only harmony in the well-manicured lawn and elegant brick
chimneys, and heard only the gentle twittering of the birds in the oak trees. But, if you listened closely,
with your heart instead of your ears, you could hear the past.
Hundreds of years of sweat and tears, of bondage, domination, cruelty... I heard them reverberating
around me. As I was leaving, I turned and looked back. Deep sadness and injustice still echoed softly
off of every hand-hewn rock in the intricate stonework and off of every gnarled old tree that lined the
driveway.

PAPERS IN THE PAPER
MR. FIX IT
by Janea Needham
Cowbells are the friendly greetings as I walk in the door to the country store. The store is located
on the main drag of LaRussell, Missouri, population one hundred fourteen. Looking around, I see
lonely items on many shelves. This has nothing to do with a lazy stock-boy; it's just that there is not
a high demand for products here. I recognize my old refrigerator. The motor had stopped working and
could not be fixed. The repairman told us the motor would have to be welded and you couldn't do that
to this refrigerator. I guess no one told Uncle Lenville that because my refrigerator is now the dairy
case. Uncle Lenville has a unique way of making things suit his needs.
1 continue looking around the store, wondering if anyone is here. Finally, slowly sauntering, he
appears from the back room. The clove of garlic he has eaten for breakfast, along with his mixture
of dry cereals, honey, and milk, requires me to step back. We chat for a few minutes. The normal
"how’s everything with your family conversation." I watch him slice some lunch meat on the meat
slicer and recall the stories of how he cut the tips of his fingers on the blade. As he puts the meat back,
I notice a small fan on the floor blowing toward the bottom of the meat case. The fan inside has stopped
working, and of course. Uncle Lenville rewired it to this fan was keeping the motor cool. Finally, he
asks, "Would you like to see my new air conditioner?"
"Sure,” I reply, wondering what it is this time.
We walk through the cafe. I remember the days it used to be overflowing at lunch time, but now
1 notice dusty curtains and comers filled with cobwebs occupying a deserted space. We continue
through what used to be the laundromat. Only one washer and dryer remain. This room now contains
table and chairs, couch, television, chest of drawers, and an old-fashioned stove. When there is no
business for hours at a time, this is where you can find him thinking about his new inventions.
Somehow we make our way out the door and around the to back of the store. Weeds as tall as I
am tell me he hasn't yet put the wheels back on the lawnmower. (A new gadget — probably needed
a wheel or two). I'm still looking for the air conditioner. What are all those burlap sacks dripping
water? Why is there a fan blowing on them? This, I learn, is the air conditioner. Only Uncle Lenville
could have thought of that!

WATCH OUT FOR C-WORDS
by Matthew Lanzane

1 recently read Kate Chopin's "The Story of an Hour." Now this short story did not cause me to
reflect on any worldly atrocities such as "mass hunger" or "ethnic cleansing” or anything else that
most people reflect on when they feel the need to reflect on something. No, Chopin's story reminded
me of that dainty old cliche: it is better to have loved and lost than not to have loved at all. I would
give you an analysis of the story, but analyses tend to be too rigid with little room for entertaining
thought. So if you have not read "The Story of and Hour" stop right here, get yourself a copy, read
it, and then read my essay.
Now I am aware that this story doesn't exactly deal with the idea of love but rather of life. However,
it served as a springboard which lead me to deeper thought about how much I despise cliches. Okay,
now let’s get to work. Time is money. A mind is a terrible thing to waste.
1 say it is not better to have loved and lost than not to have loved at all. Whoever gave us that cliche
never had someone he loved leave him forever. So why are people so quick to accept a cliche? English
teachers warn against their use. I guess many people grow accustomed to them and offer little
argument. I hate cliches! You’ll never catch me using one. But since brevity is the soul of wit and since
you catch more flies with sugar than with vinegar I shall be both brief and nice. Wait! Did I just write
what I think I wrote? Actually you catch the most flies with a dead squirrel so I shall be vulgar but
still brief. I am the Anti-cliche and I've come to save the English language.
I don't care if the cliche is as old as the sun that's no reason to accept it, but rather more of a reason
not to use it. Is it really better to have loved someone and then have that love snatched away from you
than not to have loved at all? She might as well just rip your still beating heart out of your chest and
thrown it away. Oh she’s gone now and never coming back. But boy are you glad you invested five
years of your life with her only to have her walk out forever. I'll bet you feel great. Sure you feel great.
You wish the tramp had never been at that party five years ago. She and that ugly gargoyle she calls
her friend. You ought to tell both of them to kiss your... Sorry, I got a little carried away. Well anyway
see how stupid that cliche is.
You know what else bothers me about cliches — they're boring. How many times can you hear "her
cup overran with" or something being as "deep and constant as" something else? Once a month I have
the pleasure of sitting in a barber's chair and reading: "If you see someone without a smile give him
yours." Isn't that sweet? I'm sick of cliches.
But perhaps I've been somewhat unfair. Once in a great while someone will produce an
unadulterated cliche such as the legendary Karl Marx’s - " Religion is the opium of the people." Notice
I put this is quotation marks thus giving credit justly deserved to Mr. Marx. But now you have people
changing a few words here and there and they think they've fallen upon some great literary expression
such as television is the opiate of the people. Whoever said this is by no means great but rather a clever
thief. Plagiarism boys, plagiarism. I'd like to break the hand that wrote that but the pen is mightier than
the sword.
You know what else really pushes my buttons is that cousin of the cliche - "the old saying." If you
don't have an answer just blurt out an old saying or a "you-know-what-they-say." When someone asks
you if you think it’s going to rain just reply, "well, you know what they say 'red in the morning sailors
take warning, red at night sailors delight.'" You'll accomplish one of two things. Either the other
person will accept the old saying and move on to another topic of conversation, or the person will be
thoroughly confused but since it is an old saying he will accept it anyway. Why do people accept
cliches? Well, that's life.
Sometimes you will read another person's work and notice a few cliches throughout the piece.
Automatically you think the person is some kind of literary phenomenon. The whole cliche business
is getting out of hand. I see the clock on the wall says it's time for me to go. A stitch in time saves nine.
Youll never catch me using acliche, unless I'm in Rome. Time is of the essence. Sure you can all laugh
at me because the whole world is laughing with you, but I'm crying all alone. Death to all cliches!
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PAPERS IN THE PAPER
First, I glance upwards into the pale blue sea above, content for the moment to watch cottony white
clouds drift slowly across the sky. A break in a well placed cloud allows a blinding ray of sunlight to
awaken me from my thirty second trance. I slowly w ander towards the dusty and well worn home plate
and stand in the batter's box. Then I visualize an off-white sphere speeding toward me, ball one. I step
out to glance at each base. There are teammates there. The bases are loaded. I make eye contact with
all three teammates. Yes, the gleam is there, that sparkle in their eyes that lets me know that they have
the utmost confidence in me. Next I look at the third base coach; he touches his cap with his left hand,
taps his nose with his right index finger, and then claps three or four times. That means to swing away.
I nod and step back in the box. Here comes the pitch. As it approaches I can see the red laces of the pitch
closing in, forming a red dot in the center of the ball, curveball! It begins to curve over the plate and
a flash of silver intercedes the flight of the pitch. There is a muffled "thwak” and the baseball abruptly
changes direction. It arches into the heavens, soaring farther and farther away. Just as it is about to
disappear behind the distant chain-link fence, a harsh blaring buzzer jolts me back into reality. Class
is over.
Once again the mystique is taken from me. I stand in the middle of a dusty and worn baseball field.
I look down at my once black tennis shoes to find them covered with dust. I glance up to see the
menacing tawny colored brick structure I must return to. I lower my head and begin walking slowly
back to "my portal." Halfway to the building I stop to turn back around. The sunlight hits the metal post
and reflects a searing gleam. It causes me to squint but I do not look away. At that moment I visualize
the baseball falling behind the outfield chain-link fence. It bounces twice and nestles into the bending
green grass. Smiling I rum around and continue on to class with my head raised. All of the bad things
that transpired are over and out of my mind. Anything else that will occur, I know I can handle. My
mind is at peace now, because I hit a grand slam.

WINNER OF THE FC ESSAY CONTEST 1992
Ralph Waldo Emerson states in his essay "Self-Reliance": "It may be a question whether
machinery does not encumber; whether we have lost by refinement some energy, by a
Christianity entrenched in establishments and forms, some vigor of wild virtue." The question
posed in the essay contest asked are people today similarly overwhelmed? Do you see us as
victims of our own technological achievements? Is there an inevitable opposition between a
civilized society and the "vigor of wild virtue?"

EMERSON AND TECHNOLOGY - BOTH SIDES NOW
by Bryan McAffee

GRAND SLAM
by Neil Daniels II
"Why did I do that? I'm so stupid! Why did I have to say that? I always say stupid stuff like that."
Everyone has said something out of anger and wished that it could be retracted. Actions as well as
words can lead to regrets. Maybe you had been having a bad day and your boyfriend asks you, "How
do you feel?" You promptly smack him across the face and begin to yell. Or, your friend has been
teasing you all day. You see him walking down the hall at school, so you run up behind him, yell,
and push him to scare him. There is only one problem. You forgot about the stairs. Your friend ends
up with a broken leg, a dislocated shoulder, a black eye, and two front teeth missing. We have all
had problems comparable to these. If you have a conscience, these problems will bother you. Then
you will begin to question and chastise yourself. This self interrogation usually happens when you
are alone. You feel so frustrated that you need time away from others. The place where someone
goes to console, to berate, or simply to think usually reflects a personal preference or individual
character traiL Usually, I go to my high school's baseball field.
There are days when nothing seems to go right and you need time to sort out your thoughts. I have
had more than my share of these. Since I am in school the majority of the time, that is where I have
to deal with these problems. I attended a fairly large high school. There are about 1,900 students
and the campus is approximately fifteen to twenty acres. At passing time, walking through the halls
is very similar to crossing the highway backwards during rush hour. There is constant jostling as
1 attempt to go from place to place. The majority of the classes are overcrowded, also. For example,
the average band class contains about 115 students and the average gym class has thirty to forty
students in it. These conditions alone can lead to frustration. Now try to imagine dealing with these
circumstances after you have overslept and had to catch a Bi-state in the rain. You arrive at school
with a seething headache and then get a detention for being late because your mother forgot to call
and confirm that you were sick. These are the times you really need some time alone. But in this
setting, where can you go? The library is crowded. The halls are filled with people with independent
study time and because is has stopped raining, the gym class in on the big field. Now where can you
go, because you are on the verge of exploding? I was in this situation many times. However, there
was always a simple remedy.
A swirling tawny colored dust devil sweeping across the pitcher's mound has always had a
calming effect on me. Sitting in the rustling white visitors' dugout, I stare through the gray chain
link fence at one of the greatest creations of all time. There are ninety feet between each point of
the diamond, 355 feet down each chalky white foul line, and 385 to dead center. As I step out of the
dugout a warm breeze wafts against my glistening face while I question the latest remark that led
my civics teacher to ask me to leave the room, once again. I walk toward the entrance of the field.
"Well, it seemed funny to me." I am totally absorbed in the replay of events whirling through my
mind. The width of the entrance is barely three feet. The twenty foot high endpost, that are
approximately four inches in diameter, are the unimposing boundaries of the entrance. However,
this is more than a mere entrance. It is a portal, a doorway to serenity. Once my foot crosses the
threshold and settles into the dirt splotch in the grass, which was created by many years of traffic,
Kirkwood Senior High disappears.

The popular baby-boom generation song, "Both Sides Now," written by Joni Mitchell, reminded
us that "something's lost and something's gained in living every day." Strange as it might sound, I
object to Emerson's complaints at the effects of technology mainly because he does not confront the
basic ambiguity represented by technology's effects; he thus fails to grasp the bitter-sweet nature of
the gift science has given us. Are we overwhelmed by our technology, by the many choices it gives
us? Are we confused by the bombardment of information it requires us to absorb, and fearful because
of the potential formass destruction which it has released? Of course we are. But humankind has been
overwhelmed in the past by the sheer quest for survival, against the odds presented by famine, natural
disaster, and plagues. The opportunity for great masses of people to spend a great deal of time pursuing
the most meaningful ways to live, and pondering the "overwhelming" choices presented by modem
technology, is largely the product of the industrial revolution that has created the standard of living
that makes this all possible.
Emerson contends that we are "victims" of our technological achievements. He is certainly right
that we lack ancient skills and we have in many ways lost our connection to the land, but we should
never forget that most people lived at the level of subsistence in previous ages, worrying about food
and life's basic necessities. People fought wars over food and ideas long before modem machines
came along. Our machines make us better killers, but humans killed each other without them. Former
times were not devoid of nobility. But they were not exactly the good old days either.
There is also this point. There are many levels of human needs, and the age of technology has freed
larger numbers of people from the search for food and other necessities to pursue life's higher
purposes. If we have lost "some energy" by our process of "refinement," as Emerson suggests, modem
Americans also live in a time of enormous opportunities and enjoy a stronger system of civil liberties
and social and political tolerance than perhaps any people in history. I would not trade the excitement
of going to space, or the possibilities for uncovering the secrets of the universe, for the chance to live
in a simpler time.
We are in some ways "encumbered" by the machines of modem technology, so that we find that
we cannot live without photocopy and fax machines. And the pressure seems to build as the pace of
our lives quicken in response to the apparent demands of machines that beckon us to produce more
and more. But these machines have also freed us in more ways than one. For one thing, our age of
education and information has contributed to the overthrow of totalitarian regimes around the world.
Technology has made is possible to spread news and information to almost everyone and the
individual educated for today's technology-based economies is not easily tricked or enslaved. Modem
media, moreover, almost forces us to spend some time in different cultures than our own. When people
all over the world watch the Olympic games from their homes, it seems clear that technology is
contributing to the gradual elimination of ancient prejudices, bringing our global village together.
As with so many things, technology is mainly an instrument of our own choices. We can use it to
free us for the best things of life, or we can use it as an excuse for frantic living. This kind of choice
is not new. Many people have lived lives of quiet desperation in all ages of the world because they
have spent their time seeking riches and power. If we choose wisely, technology can give us leisure
time, the means to help others, and opportunities to develop our intellectual and artistic abilities.
We can also use technology's overwhelming power to destroy ourselves. If we do, it will not be
because we lack "some vigor of wild virtue," but because we are unable to achieve our moral potential.
A wise man was once asked what he thought of civilization, and he responded, "it would be a good
idea.” Technology cannot transform human nature; we will have to do that. This is why technology
can be either our enslaver or our liberator: it all comes down to how we use it
As Joni Mitchell might have written:
I've seen machines from both sides now.
Producing bombs and books and still somehow,
It's their illusions I recall, I still don't
know machines at all.
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Trip to Taiwan tantalizes Conner-Talasek and Barrow
by Valerie Schremp--------------------After a four-hour flight to Los Angeles,
a six-hour delay and a thirtecn-hour flight
across the Pacific, art chairperson “Cat”
Connor-Talasek and assistant art professor
Jane Barrow finally landed in Taipei, Tai
wan.
And so the cultural differences and real
izations began.
For several years, the National Taiwan
Academy of Art has sent selected students
and professors to Fontbonne to receive their
graduate degrees in art. So as a formal
thank-you, the Academy invited Barrow
and Connor-Talasek for an exciting and
educational seven-day visit at the end of
May. Not only did the two experience a
completely different culture, they also
learned to respect the changes the Taiwan
ese experience when they study here at
Fontbonne.
“The students there are very disciplined,”
stated Barrow. “Americans have a much
more relaxed attitude toward education. In
Taiwan professors are highly regarded and
respected, and they’re a Tittle more formal
in the separation between professors and
students? A lot of work is expected from
the Taiwanese students. “This is partly cul
tural and partly because of the Academy we
visited, which is a professional arts school,”
she said.
Connor-Talasek spoke about the Tai
wanese family life, which is also very dif
ferent than the American way. “Everybody
lives in apartments, because of the lack of
room,” she said. “They’re very non-materialistic. They keep their homes very
neat, and emphasize family values. Couples
live with their parents even after they are
married, and the grandparents take care of
the grand children while both the parents
work. They’re very serious about work—

Jane Barrow and Cat Connor-Talasek Taiwan on while
eating sea cucumber and oranges.
from eight in the morning until eight at
night.”
Was the food as different as the educa
tion and family life? “It was weird, they
served what they called ‘seafood.’ Even if
you asked about it, they still called it ‘sea
food,’" said Connor-Talasek. “They had
this thing called a sea cucumber, which was
on a big stick and sold in the streets, in the
open market.” Was Connor-Talasek at all
daring in her Tai wanese eating habits? “No,
I wasn’t daring,” she responded. “Jane had
duck’s feet, though.”
Barrow laughed when asked about this
delicacy. “Oh, that was a fun evening,” she

Ken Kesey, continued from page 1-------Kesey especially praised teachers, whom he considers to be overworked and underpaid, by
telling a story about a particular teacher he considered to be a warrior. “The best weapon
against evil, he said, referring to the power behind the warrior, “is mercy. We’ve got to
stop kicking each other’s ass.’r In addition, Kesey stressed tolerance for all things and all
people, for tolerance cures hatred.
Before the reading, we met Ken Kesey for a press conference at his hotel. Expecting a
rather formal room with a long table, we were surprised to find Kesey sitting around in a
regular room, watching the Notre Dame-Florida State football game. Dressed in black
sweatpants, a t-shirt with a Native American Indian design, and bright red socks, Kesey
almost immediately began talking about the Notre Dame campus, “Football Jesus,” and
“Number-One Moses.’ To our relief, Kesey explained that both “Football Jesus” and
Number-One Moses” were statues; Jesus stands behind the end zone with arms upraised,
while Moses is in the quad, pointing to the heavens.
About this time other reporters began to arrive, and - after delaying the start of the official
“press conference” to watch more of the football game - Kesey began to talk about his
experiences in life. Using the game as a touchstone, Kesey told a story about an interview
in Florida: a woman from New York City met Kesey in Florida for an interview and, out
of curiosity, Kesey asked how they could see a Florida alligator. Kesey was told to flip a
marshmallow into the pond and, as he did, alligators surfaced to eat the marshmallows.
Kesey forgot toput the
marshmallows down,
photo by Niki Bess
and an alligator at
tacked him. After
wrestling with the al
ligator and pushing it
back into the water,
Kesey asked the cam
eraman if he’d gotten
it on tape. The cam
eraman said no, to
which Kesey replied,
“The interview is
over.”
The conversation
then turned, inevita
bly, to Kesey’s expe
riences with drugs,
specifically marijuana
and LSD. Kesey still
maintains that these
drugs are not as harm
ful as crack, cocaine,
or even tobacco.
Kesey would “like to
see it where grass is
illegal to buy or sell,
but not to possess. It’s
the buying of it that’s
dangerous.” Kesey
also believes that the
rise of “dangerous”

“The
best
weapon
against
evil is
mercy.
We’ve
got to
stop
kicking
each
other's

said. “Some students took us to a dance
hall, where they had Karaoke, which was
very popular at the time. The place was very
fancy. Two women opened the glass doors
for you, and they were wearing lace gloves
and nice dresses, and in the middle of this
fancy dance hall was this huge buffet, with
this big pile of duck’s feet. They were
crunchy little things sauteed in a sauce.”
After experiencing duck’s feet, the two
were finally prodded by their Taiwanese
hosts to get up on the Karaoke stage and
sing a medley of American songs.
Did Barrow and Connor-Talasek sightsee
around Taiwan and do the “tourist thing?”

“Yes, we went all over, but the most inter
esting things were what we saw between
things we were going to see,” said Barrow.
“Like the drives to the airport or hotel,
going through the not-so-nice part of
town...otherwise, Taipei is such an indus
trial, New York type of place—it’s enor
mously crowded, with neon signs all over,
like Las Vegas, only in Chinese.”
Having had the experience of living in a
totally different environment, it would be
true to say it is a huge adjustment for the
Taiwanese students to live here in St. Louis.
“Their culture is utterly different, but they
cope very well,” said Connor-Talasek. Bar
row agreed, and gave an example on how
this is true. “Food is such a big thing there,”
she said. “I feel for the Taiwanese coming
to the United States. There, food is a festive
thing, and they don’t eat dairy, so I know it’s
hard for them to cope with all our cheeses
and milk and mayonnaise and things.”
Aside from coping with the obvious cul
tural differences, the Taiwanese students
have to cope with our American assump
tions as well. “When we see their difference
and how they speak broken English, it’s
easy for us to assume that they aren’t in
telligent people, when actually the opposite
is true,” commented Barrow. She recounted
a time in one of her classes when an
American student made fun of a Taiwanese
student’s attempt to speak English. “I wish
I would have taken that American student
aside and said something to him. For the
Taiwanese students to have the initiative
and ability to financially set up such an
exchange and the courage to come here and
be a part of a totally different environment
for one or two years, it’s almost humbling.
It makes me feel proud to be around them.”

drugs like crack and cocaine can be attributed to our government’s stance that all drugs are
equally hazardous. “Kids have been lied to about drugs, they don’t believe anything,” he
says, ‘ and they shouldn’t believe it when people say smoking dope will make you go out
and kill sixteen nuns.”
When asked if drugs
helped him write,
Kesey responded
“Christ, yes. But they
also help you not write
sometimes.”
Kesey also spoke
about
America’s
youth, saying that
times are more diffi
cult for kids now than
ever before. He said
that schools in Oregon,
where Kesey lives,
“don’t like kids.
They ’re scared ofkids.
They’re too busy
shoveling money into
shopping malls, not
schools. Kesey also
condemned the lack of
individuality pro
moted in society to
day, saying, “All kids
in high school and
college have to scuffle
harder. Kids are ad
dicted to one another.
No one wants to excel
or be different than their buddies.”
Photo by cynthia Burkhead
When asked about the sixties movement, Kesey credited Allen Ginsberg with keeping
the spirit alive among the writers, affectionately calling him, “the Great Jewish mother” of
the Beat scene. Kesey went on to say that “people miss the sixties. There are huge crowds
for me and Ginsberg, not because they want to see us, but because they want the times back.
My theory is, the sixties ain’t over until the fat lady gets high.”
Answering a query about current plans, Kesey said he hoped to continue traveling with
his play, Twister, a modernistic reworking of The Wizard of Oz. In Twister, the Wizard
(played by Kesey himself) and Glenda foresee the Apocalypse from Emerald City, and send
Dorothy to warn the world. Dorothy encounters various characters along the Yellow Brick
Road, including the Tin Man - who has AIDS. The crux of the play, Kesey states, is that
“there is certain stuff that’s happening that ain’t our fault.”
Kesey wrapped up the conference by again stressing the need for tolerance among
people today. ‘Tolerance is going to be harder and harder to do, the more assholes we get
like Rush Limbaugh,” he said, ‘ ...but I know what the rules are; they have to do with
tolerance, love and compassion.”
It’s not amazing to us when we hear people say, “watch out, Kesey’s taken a lot of acid.”
He is a trip, by all known standards. During the conference, his attention continually shifted
from the conversation to the muted football game on TV. However, anything Kesey lost
in coherency, he more than compensated for in his passion and dedication to living life to
the fullest and experiencing everything he can.

“If Shakespeare were
alive, he’d be writing
for MTV. ”
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Entertainment
Rosebud Festival a hit

Cyber-music
by Mike Glader
Okay, okay. I confess to having been a Metallica
fan at one time. They were the most exciting thing to
happen to underground music, ever. Now an album
has been released that returns me to those roots. Die
Krupps (pronounced dee krupps) has just released A
Tribute to Metallica which contains industrial versions of, you guessed it,
Metallica songs. For those of you who have not heard of Die Krupps, they have
been cited as a major influence for such groups as Nilzcr Ebb, Front 242, and
Depeche Mode. In fact, those bands have taken various parts of Die Krupps’
sound. However, in their twelfth year, Die Krupps has added a guitarist and
mmcr to their line-up. The new additions give the band a more powerful
pound. Through the use of synthesizers, Die Krupps manages to bring forth the
j contrasts hidden in the older Metallica gems. What contrasts, you ask? The
hidden classical elements in Metallica s songs. In their earlier days, the
members of Metallica played variations of the same melody, much like an
orchestra. This gave Metallica a large, broad sound not present on their latest
effort. Die Krupps manages to bring this broad sound out of even the newer
Metallica songs. However, if you are expecting the traditional Metallica sound
filled with distorted power chords, be warned; there are hardly any guitars on this
album. Pick tracks include “Battery, ’’“Blackened,” “For Whom the Bell Tolls,” and “Enter
Sandman.”
Another artist that has abandoned the norm is Billy Idol. Gone are the pop-punk tunes
of the past. Now, his sound has a more techno-rave feel to it, with very little guitar. His
new album, Cyberpunk, is loosely based on the cyberpunk novels of William Gibson. Idol
even titles one song after the first novel, Neuromancer. For his new sound, he incorpo
rated the use of a Macintosh computer instead of youraverage recording studio. Everything
was mixed using the Macintosh instead of large, cumbersome sound boards. In doing so,
the album requires the use of headphones to get the full effect. In any given second, there
are twenty to thirty different sounds in each speaker. Once one gets past trying to decipher
the incomprehensible concept, (I’ve read the novels and I still cannot comprehend the
meaning of the lyrics), and just listens to the songs, the album makes fora truly entertaining
ride. The highlights are numerous, with “Neuromancer,” “Shock to the System,” “Adam
in Chains," and The Wasteland” being the stand-out cuts.
Voivod has also relumed with the album The Outer Limits (the album cover is in 3-D!).
In case you could not tell from the title, the group is heavily into science-fiction. The lyrics
of the track “Le Pont Noir,” even has an eerie, Twilight Zone feel to it. They sound a lol
like a modem, guitar-oriented version of pre-Dark Side of the Moon era Pink Floyd, and
the music reflects the science-fiction contained in the lyrics. There is not a single bad
moment in the entire album, not even in the seventeen minute-plus track “Jack Luminous.”
However, the first side is more memorable than the second, with the tracks “The Lost
Machine,’’“Fix My Heart,” “LePontNoir,’’and their brilliant version ofPink Floyd’s “The
Nile Song."

Chard dedicates sonata to
former mentor
by Michelle L. Torigian----------------Around February 1993, Dennis Chard
Presented his Sonata in B Major to Dr. John
hilips.
Chard was inspired to write the sonata
before Philips’s death. "Once I started it, I
knew it was going to be for him."
"Written in classical tradition," Chard's
work is a three movement sonata. "A year
ago, it was all in my head," stated Chard. He
added that it was completed before he wrote
it on paper.
Chard said that the first movement of the
work is in neoclassic/contemporary twenti
eth century style. The second movement is
in adagio cantbiles, or "like a song." Philips
thought the third movement of the sonata
was sim i lar to the sty le of Robert Schumann.
Chard wrote the third movement in "true
classical style."
"If Hayden, Beethoven, and Mozart could
write a sonata, so could I. Nobody in this
day and age, as far as friends of mine, has
written something like that," he said.
In December 1988, Chard first audi
tioned for Philips. Because Philips was
E leased with what he heard, he "went out of
is way to get me some help as far as
scholarships, stated Chard.
Chard started attending Fontbonne in
January 1989. While at Fontbonne, he took
Philips music theory and music history
classes. Chard stated that Philips "loved the
music" from the 20th century and loved all
French music, such as Ravel, Debussy,
Faure, and Messaien, whom Philips did his
dissertation. He stated that Philips was "just
a wonderful teacher."
When Chard and Philips picked out
repretiore for Chard to play, "I would go
into his studio, and he would play different
styles for me. I never had a teacher do that
for me. He'd play whatever I wanted to
hear."
All Chard "really love[s]to do is com
pose." He continued, "Dr. Philips was well
aware of that." In classes, Chard played a
couple of pieces he wrote.
While at Fontbonne, Chard was involved

photo by Sue King

Morath moves one to memories
by Gene Pellegrino------------------------

photo by Sue King

Max Morath, in “Living a Ragtime Life,”
was one of the highlights of the Music
Department’s Tenth Annual Rosebud Rag
time Festival. Morath, a versatile pianist,
singer and comedian, brought his one-man
show to the Fontbonne Theatre for two perfor
mances Nov. 6-7.
During a well-paced show with music and
patter, Morath gave the audience some inter
esting insights about the past and present.
After saying that he has been accused of living
in the past, he stated he could remember when
sex was dirty and the air was clean.
Morath played to a packed house at the
Sunday afternoon show. Many of those at
tending had strong feelings of their own about
ragtime. Even before Morath played a favor
ite tune the audience would applaud in antici
pation of what they knew was going to be fun.
Morath’s performance was not only entertain
ing - it was also educational, combining musi
cal
cal moments with musical history. Morath
played music by ragtime greats Eubie Blake
and George Gershwin, and he also paid tribute
to the women of ragtime - those who sang and
those who wrote. Whenever I hear Max Morath, I’m always given a new thought; the idea
that music labels our history highlighted this show.
When Max Morath plays, you can tell the difference between a mechanic and an artist.
Morath plays from the heart, and never forgets the greats of ragtime that live in his heart
and memory.

Ragtime
takes first
by Gene Pelligrino-----------------Seventeen skillful musicians took part
in the Tenth Annual Rosebud Ragtime Pi
ano Competition. Dedicated to the memory
of John Philips, former Chairperson of the
Music Department, this year’s competition
was held Nov. 6 at 1:00 p.m. in the
Fontbonne Theatre. Dr. Joseph Scotti,
Robert Ault, and Trebor Tichenor judged
the competition, and Alan Stricker served
as Master of Ceremonies.
Max Morath, a celebrated ragtime per
former, spoke to the participants before the
competition began. He reminded them that
St. Louis is the “mecca of ragtime” - the
home city of wonderful music. Morath
said, “Ragtime is not gimmicky, and should
be up there with Chopin and Gershwin.”
Morath also advised the participants not to
mix music with drugs or alcohol.
Participating in the competition were
contestants ranging in age from eight to
twenty-four. In the first division the win
ners were: Steven Luhmann, first place and
Lie Tjoeng, second place. In the second
division, first place went to Max Schiltz,
and Cecilia Fleisher and Han Tjoeng tied
for second place. The first place winner in
the third division was Frecky Lewis and
second place went to Tallis Lockos.
The judges are to be commended for
making difficult decisions between so many
talented performers. Both judges and per
formers should be commended, however,
for being able to function in spite of the
intrusive noise outside the theatre. One
could not tell if the noise of the racing metal
ladders or the sound of soda cans being
crushed by teeth was the worst or loudest,
and the lights being turned off during the
competition was not appreciated by anyone
interested in this event.

in activities such as playing keyboard for
Godspell and organizing all the music for
the Mr. Fontbonne Contest. Chard worked
in the Fine Arts office. He was also a resi
dent hall student from August 1989 until
May 1991.
Because of financial difficulties, Chard
left Fontbonne in May 1991. He was then
hired at a private piano school, wher he
taught piano lessone for a year. "All the
kids and parents and owners- we got along
really well," stated Chard. During the fol
lowing year, he taught piano lessons in
homes.
In January 1993, Chard started attending
the University of Missouri at St. Louis to
continue his education as a music major. He
also works part-time in the box office at the
St. Louis Symphony. He will be returning
to Fontbonne in January 1994.
Chard continues to write "all kinds of
music." Besides the sonata, he has written
pop songs. "When I've got time to write, I
never know what I'm going to end up writ
ing." He continued, "I never go to the key Free room (and bath) and board
board with any specific idea?
Wonderful house, close to campus;
After the death of Philips, Chard com exchange for 15 hours, mostly house
mented that he felt, "like I lost one of my
best friends. I was so sad. Just to see the cleaning, some childcare. Hours very
teachers speak and Dr. Burgo read his re flexible; free laundry. Kate - 721-2815
flections?
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WE FEATURE THE BEST
HAPPY HOUR AND SOME
OF THE BEST LIVE JAZZ
AND BLUES IN TOWN!
with

LIVE JAZZ
every Friday and Saturday
8:30 PM
and
contemporary gospel music
during our
delicious Sunday Buffet
The BEST Open pit Barbecue In
America
-Ribs & Tips

Succulent Steaks
-Sirloin, T-Bone, Rib-Eye
Chicken & Shrimp Entrees
Homefried Buffalo Fish, Catfish,
& Jack Salmon

Lunch Menu
Bar Menu
Appetizers

Special Sunday Buffet:
Two Meat Entrees, Vegetable
Side dishes, Homemade Peach
Cobbler & Sweet Potato Pie

Harlequin takes main stage Cabifornia (bad) dreamin

k restaurant review

Magic and mime
make for a merry
time
by Gene Pellegrino
The Fontbonne Theatre
Department started the sea
son by making two commit
ments: to provide students
with a laboratory experience
in theatre, and tochooseplays
from enlightening and edu
cational literature for the
Fontbonne community.
Their latest production,
The Adventures of Harle
quin, a Commedia dell’ Arte play, is a
continuation of that commitment.
Commedia deli’ Arte dates back to the 16th
century. This production is timeless and
delightfully funny, containing all the ele
ments of true Commedia deli Arte -mime,
juggling, broad humor, and tumbling.
The young audiences that had a chance to
see this show November 15-20 never lost
interest or became restless. They did, how
ever, stand up to get a better look as the cast
changed a simple street into a Mardi Gras
fairground.
The cast and crew did a wonderful job
under the able direction of Dr. Carly n Cahill.
The play is filled with many scenes of
color and comedy. The set and costumes set
the mood of the time, while the music
underscores the action beautifully. The
messages are subtle and very meaningful to
both the young and old in the audience. The
gentle messages of love, respect, and en
couragement were not lost on the little folk
who sat enthralled by the wonder and magic
of the moment.
The Adventures of Harlequin is the
story of Quino, a young man who wants to
be an actor. As he works to reach his goal,
the audience meets his family, a loyal friend,
the Strolling Players, the Contessa, and her
spoiled son.
The cast has captured the style of
Commedia dell’ Arte. John Fischer plays
the Harlequin with a likable and gentle
charm, while holding his own during the
more rowdy scenes. It should be noted that
the cast never talked down to the audience,
but treated them with the utmost respect.
Michael Nebrasky plays his best friend
Luigi, a good example of loyalty and admi
ration. In his speech to the Contessa regard
ing honesty and respect, he had the little
ones both silent and sober. Nebrasky also
acts as a narrator who moves the action
along.

by Lisa Orthwein and
Michelle Torigian ------------------------

Aimee Libke plays Harlequin’s mother.
She creates a good balance between irrita
tion and affection for her son. Libke is great
at throw-away, which I find very funny.
As Tina, Jennifer Johnson plays
Harlequin’s younger sister, which she does
effectively with gestures and a slight tilt of
the head.
LaurieJergerplaystheolder sister Renata.
She lets you see that she is having a lot of fun
and conveys a gentle warmth. The mother
and two sisters add a special dimension as
Hhelp Harlequin reach his goal. Their
s of affirmation and encouragement
make you feel just plain good.
John Campbell plays Pantalone, the
leader of the players. He had the sympathy
of the young audience as he worried and
fretted like most producers.
Chris Sauls plays Dotorre with the pomp
and bluster of a great actor.
Elizabeth Vanderveldt plays Isabella, the
heroine of the players, as if she was bom to
do Commedia dell’ Arte. The young audi
ence had fun when, during a particular scene,
she does several animal imitations.
Drew De Caro is flamboyant and funny
as Capitano as he leaps, tumbles, and defies
gravity by climbing proscenium walls. De
Caro has natural flair for the outrageous and
had the young on his side throughout the
Nicole Bess plays the Contessa with grace
and elegance. She lets you see her vulner
ability as she rules this tiny hamlet, realiz
ing that her son is not as nice as she thought.
Thomas Pool plays Daniello, the
Contessa’s son and a spoiled brat. Pool has
the difficult role of playing a character that
does not realize how awful he truly is, but
Pool portrays Daniello with great relish.
The play will tour during the spring se
mester, and it will be a real treat for those
who get the chance to see the production.

Soldier slays Forest Park
with laughs
by Gene Pelligrino ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ——
The Braggart Soldier had the audience rolling in the aisles at the One-Act Play Festival
at St. Louis Community College - Forest Park. The festival is an annual event that was held
Nov. 5-7,12-14 this year.
Soldier was written by Titus Macchus Plautus, and was brought to life by the Fontbonne
Theatre Department, who “captured” the audience with everything from snickers to belly
laughs.
The stoiy is simple - centering aroung a soldier in love with himself, and a slave who
wants freedom. Various other characters enter the action, each with his or her own reasons
for duping the soldier. Everyone gets a chance to hand out a laugh or two, from the slave
who lets the audience in on the plot to the cook who has been promised the opportunity to
practice her carving skills on the soldier’s body.
Dr. Carlyn Cahill has directed a buffet of comedic style in Soldier, and you can’t leave
this production hungry for a laugh. The show is flawless - accented by music with just a
touch of the military in it, and costumes and set that hint at the elegance of Rome.
The cast had a great time, as evidenced by their performances. Dennis Moore played
the slave, Palaestno, who clicked his sandals and winked at the audience as he massaged
the soldier’s giant ego. Kathy Gruen and John Fischer, as Philocotnasium and Pleusicles,
portrayed young lovers with a hilarious passion. Drew DeCaro played Periplectomenus,
a man consumed with his desire for vengeance, but easily distracted by beautiful body parts
or sleep. Nicole Bess played Acroteleutium, the lady who steals the soldier’s heart by
blowing up his self-image. Marilyn Monroe and Betty Boop would have been green with
envy as Nicole vamped and squeaked her way into the very core of the soldier. Laurie
Jerger played the maid, Milphidippa, a delightful tease who was always shocked when her
flirting was taken seriously. Thomas W. Pool played Pyrgopolynices, the center of all this
attention as the title character - who strutted and puffed his way into the amused dislike of
the audience. Sheila Stephens played Cario, the cook, who is never without her cutting
tools or a desire to practice her craft.
The technical crew had the added responsibility of moving the show from Fontbonne
to Forest Park, and did a wonderful job of adapting to the stage.
Watching Fontbonne’s production ofThe Braggart Soldier, I had areally good evening.

While shopping at the Galleria recently,
we stopped at the California Pizza Kitchen,
a contemporary pizzeria that specializes in,
shall we say, “unusual” pizzas. Surrounded
by a bold black, white, and yellow decor,
we were seated promptly after entering the
restaurant. After the hostess led us to our
table, she graciously pulled out our chairs
and opened our menus for us. When dining
at the California Pizza Kitchen (known to
regulars as “CPK”), the connoisseur has the
pleasure of gazing at genuine California
palm trees (wishing one were lying on a
beach in Malibu) or watching shoppers
bustle about frivolously trying to escape
from yet another grey, rainy day in St.
Louis.
But deciding where to sit wasn’t the only
decision we had to make. We looked at out
menus as the waitress informed us of the
specialties: Original Barbeque Chicken
Pizza ($7.95), Broccoli/Sun-Dried Tomato
Pasta (Fusilli Corkscrew Pasta, Penne, or
Spaghetti with fresh broccoli, browned
garlic, sun-dried tomatoes, olive oil, fresh
thyme, and parmesan cheese). This can all
be had at the bargain price of $7.95, unless
of course you want to go all out and have
FRESH tomatoes, which thus increases the
price to $8.95. The last specialty we were
told about was the Oriental Chicken Salad,
which consists ofshredded lettuce and crispy
angel hair tossed with sliced grilled chicken
breast, julienne carrots, and scallions in a
spicy sweet and sour sesame dressing with
fresh cilantro (deep breath). How much
will this cost you? Only $7.95, or if you’re
not feeling too hungry, $4.50 for a half
order.
Lisa: Although I had heard quite a lot
about the California Pizza Kitchen when it
first opened, I hadn’t really heard people
talking about it since. I had wanted to eat
there for a long time, since I feel that every
restaurant deserves at least one chance. As
soon as we were seated, our waitress, Cindy,
came over to take our drink orders. Al
though I was tempted to stick with my old
standby iced tea (with extra lemon, of
course), I decided to be daring and try a
raspberry flavored Sundance Sparkler
($1.75). Then, I looked at the menu. What
a plethora of choices! If you’re feeling
plain and boring, go for tne Traditional
Cheese pizza ($5.95). Or, how about the
Goat Cheese pizza, which consists of
Hormel Bacon, red onions, 3-color pepSrs, fresh tomatoes, and mild goat cheese
7.75). I personally went with the Original
Barbeque Chicken pizza, which had
barbequed chicken, sliced red onion,

cilantro, and smoked gouda cheese on a
light flaky crust ($7.95). However, I had
them leave the red onion and cilantro off.
The pizza was, to be perfectly frank, inter
esting. It wasn’t bad tasting; however, I
wouldn’t order it again. Let’s just say it was
tolerable. While I like pizza as much as the
next person, I just can’t get into pizza with
topping like tuna, eggplant, or Peking Duck.
There’s just something WRONG about it.
Those things don’t belong on pizza! Or
maybe it’sjustan acquired taste. Icommend
CPK on their efforts to try and start some
thing new in St. Louis; however, they may
have a relatively limited audience. Mich
elle, what is your opinion on all of this?
Michelle: Well, Lisa, I had been to the
California Pizza Kitchen once before- in
1991.1 believe that when I came here then
I ordered something safe like the Mushroom
Pepperoni Sausage pizza ($7.95). But this
time I wanted to be daring. I wanted to risk
my digestive system for the sake of the
Fontbanner . Opening the menu I noticed
pizzas such as the Grilled Eggplant
Cheeseless pizza ($7.50), the Duck Sausage
pizza ($7.95), and the Hawaiian pizza (with
pineapple! - $6.95). I was disappointed when
I did not see pizzas such as the Caviar pizza,
Pizza Pate, or the Escargot Pizza on the
menu. After a long time trying to decide, I
chose the Shrimp Scampi pizza ($8.50). (I
normally love shrimp scampi from seafood
restaurants.) After telling the waitress to
hold the sweet white onions, I ordered a
lemonade. Minutes later, they brought bread
which was quite tasty, and quite cold. (Oh
how I love warm bread!) And then- THE
PIZZA CAME! I think it looked quite ap
petizing when 1 first looked at it, but it
looked quite peculiar for a pizza. Shrimp
and parsley and roasted garlic was on my
pizza. (I guess stranger things have come
from California.) Staring at the roasted garlic
too long made me lose my appetite. I did try
a piece ofLisa’s pizza, and the BBQchicken
was enjoyable. The waitress asked us if we
wanted any desserts, such as the Myers’s
Rum Chocolate Pecan Pie ($3.95) or the
Upside Down Cheesecake ($3.50), but
neither Lisa or I ordered a dessert. I do
commend the California Pizza Kitchen on
their service. Admittedly, this place is very
California, with the palm trees and the
contemporary pizza. For anyone wanting a
taste of California or to sit under a palm tree
in St. Louis, the California Pizza Kitchen is
definitely the experience not to pass. I think
I’ll wait until I go back to California for
something like this again.
The California Pizza Kitchen deserves
one fork up.
California Pizza Kitchen is located in the
St. Louis Galleria between Lord and Taylor
and Famous-Barr. Their phone number is
863-4500. They are open from 5:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. Sunday through Thursday, and
from 5:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday. Delivery is available through
Dining Express by calling 569-DINE.
Mastercard, Visa, American Express, and
Diner’s Club credit cards are accepted. Gift
certificates are available, in addition to “CPK
Wear” such as t-shirts, hats, and sweatshirts.

Freshman seminar, continued from page 1----------------------to stimulate critical thinking and to encourage students to discover solutions to problems.
Students venture in the area of problem solving in which they weigh the pros and cons of
today’s major issues. Freshman Kim Isbell, a Pre-Med Major said, F‘The course has helped
me to realize how important critical thinking is and how people’s perception differ from my
own.”
The thrust of the course is to offer F.C. faculty a golden opportunity to appear as guest
speakers to give students a diverse view of career choices. Staff members from various
disciplines have been speakers at the seminar; among them are Cheryl Baugh, Chairperson
of Communication Arts, Dr.Donald P.Burgo, Chairperson of the Department of Religious
and Philosophical Studies, Dr. Jean Madsen, Assistant Professor of Education, and Barbara
Meyer, Assistant Professor of Communication Disorders.
Students are offered activities that expand their resource capabilities as well, such as the
activity developed by Mary Ann Jimenez based on the computer game, “Where in the
World is Carmen Santiago”, entitled, “Where in the World of Fontbonne is the Help 1
Need?” Students are presented with a combination of 20 needs and questions involving
pertinent information that they should know. Freshman Mike Sharp, a foe-Med Major said,
“the class offers several problem solving methods that help solve problems. The information
helps me in other classes to prioritize things, I think the freshman seminar should be
recommended to residence hall students.”
The freshman seminar is offered this fall at two different times, Mon/Wed at 10:30-11:20
orTue/Thurat 12:30-1:20. Students earn 2 credit hours for a 16 week period. Theseminar
will be evaluated at the end of this semester. It will be offered again if the results are
successful. Both Jimenez and Rhein strongly recommend the seminar to incoming
freshmen.

Late Night Kicks Off FC Basketball Season

by
Jeff Petruso--------- _-------'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------u.,
The Dunham Student Activity Center
was the site on Friday, November 12,of
Fontbonne’s annual “Late Nite with Lee
McKinney.” This year’s event was moved
from the traditional location, that of
Concordia Seminary, to the somewhat new
home of Griffen basketball. Both the men
and women’s team played a portion of their
games in the building last year, however the
93’- 94’ campaign is their first full season in
the Activity Center.
New building. Same tradition. Upon
entrance, all in attendance recieved a com
plimentary T-shirt and poster. The women
took the court first in appropriate purple and
gold jersey’s. The game was the first of two
inter-family match upson theevening. Head
coach Linda Haly saw her purple squad fall
to her assistant coach ana husband, Scott
Haly’s gold team by the score of 55-31.
Kim Weiss (20 pts) and Amy Kruse (18 pts)
lead the way for the gold, while Kim LePage
(11 pts) and JoEllen Taylor (10 pts) lead
contributor’s in the lossing effort.
Following the ladies game there was a
short intermission before the men began
warming up. During the pre-game most of
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squad. After the teams were anounced, six
slam dunk champion. Robeson, standing
players bravely participated in a slam dunk
nearly 7 foot tall, threw down all 3 attempts
contest. JoeandEmie Samson,MarkKronk,
and was clearly the winner.
Brian Lind, Greg Robeson, and Jeff Branson
The game started shortly after the con
all attempted to wow the crowd with a little
test. Both teams came out running making

a few turnovers and forcing shots, nothing
out of the ordinary for the first game of
preseason. However, both teams settled
down and the crowd witnessed some qual
ity ball. All the players saw playing time
and each found a way to score, but dad’s
team was one field goal better than his son’s
team’s 53 points. Mark Kronk (12 pts) lead
the purple to victory with a supporting cast
of Jason Malott, Rod Tucker and Kevin
Walsh who all scored in double digits. Chis
Lovette scored a game high 13 points, but it
wasn ’ t enough for the white as time literally
ran out.
Post game activities took place in the
Alumni Caf, where students, parents, fac
ulty and staff enjoyed a nice cold beverage.
Shortly after the conclusion of the games,
the band Transit made their debut at
Fontbonne. Many were skeptical about
having a band instead of the traditional D J.
However, by the number of people on the
dance floor, the band was nothing short of
great. The night had some minor changes,
but overall the three major elements were
present; basketball, dancing, and most im
portantly, FUN!!

Haley's Comets hope to shine High Hopes Abound for Men's
New season begins with new coach
Basketball

by Kevin Walsh___________________________ _________________________

Every seventy-eight years, Haley’s Comet shines in the night sky. For most people, it
is a once in a lifetime event. This basketball season, however, one can hope to see Haley’s
comets shining well over twenty times. This year’s women’s basketball squad opened up
their season on November 1 under the direction of first year coach Linda Haley. Following
a disappointing 11-14 season, former coach Susan Konop resigned. This opened the door
for Haley, a collegiate player under Debbie Yow at Oral Roberts University. Haley is
serious about basketball and she is excited about her first season. Her business-like manner
has rubbed off on her team. Haley talks about focus and discipline and her team has
responded. Sophomore guard Manlyn Kemp feels her team,“will be more goal oriented
and disciplined.” Haley has had her squad conditioning since October 1 and reels the team
is in good shape. “We’ve made strides in conditioning, these girls have suprised me.
They ve showed a lot of character, they’ve really stuck it out.”
Haley has a lot of experience returning from last year. Though she has never seen her
returners play in a game, she understands she will be counting on them. The returning Lady
Griffins are: seniors Amy Kruse and Karen Kemp; juniors JoEllen Taylor, Kim LePage,
Lori Johnston, and Dayle Burgdorf; sophomores Marilyn Kemp, Kristine Meyer, Denise
Touchette, and Kim Weiss. There are also a number of new faces hoping to strengthen the
Lady Griffins. The new players are: transfers Leslie Darnell and Ni’Cole Wilson, and
freshman Lynn Mueller and Becky Lind. This squad has a lot of talent and Haley has high
goals for her team. “I always set very high goals*, she said. “But, that is the only way you
can achieve anything. I want to win twenty games. Last year Wash U. beat Fontbonne by
forty-plus points and I want to give them a competitive game. Ultimately, I want to reach
the NCAA tournament. I don’t know about this year, but certainly in the future.”
It is evident that this is a tight knit team. There is almost a family atmosphere. This
begins with the coaching staff. Haley's husband, Scott, is her assistant coach. Even though
Scott does not have much backround in basketball, “he was a sprinter in college. So he
knows a lot about conditioning and weightlifting, and also dealing with injuries. He really
is an asset to the team,” said Head Coach Haley.
The team is also excited about the upcoming season. They understand the hard work
they haveput in is going to pay off in the victory column. Freshman Lynn Mueller has been
impressed with Haley, “Coach has really been working us hard, but that is good. We will
be well prepared for the season.” Kristine Meyer recognizes a big difference in the teams
attitude this year compared to last year.“I feel like we will be more of a team. We are not
as divided as we were last year. We will certainly be in better shape, but our attitudes will
also be a lot better.”
The Lady Griffins will be tested early in the season. In an exhibition match at Fontbonne
on November 6, FC will host the St. Louis expansion team in the Women’s Basketball
Association. Following an inter-squad game on November 12, the Lady Griffins open their
season in full swifig.
The non-conference schedule is grueling in preparing FC for the conference season. The
squad opens up the season by playing in a tournament at the University of the South. The
team plays at NAIA power McKendree on November 23. Brescia College of Kentucky
comes to FC on November 27.
Before the Lady Griffins head to Puerto Rico over the Christmas holidays, they must try
their luck against many of Division Ill’s traditional basketball giants. On the schedule are
Millsaps University and Rhodes College. Both squads will test the Lady Griffins, helping
them find out how good they are. Following these match-ups is the much anticipated game
versus Washington University, a pre-season top 25 pick. The non-conference schedule is
grueling, but it should help the squad as the team heads into conference play after the
Christmas holidays. FC will have to topple conference champ Maryville U. if they hope
to reclaim the SLIAC crown.
Coach Haley has a good feeling about her squad. Though she is a little uncertain about
how they feel about her.“Sometimes thegirls are in shock. They don ’ t know what to expect
from me. But we have a lot of talent ana a number good quality players. We are working
on our intensity and our focus, as well as winning some ballgames,” Haley said.
Let’s hope that when March rolls around that Haley and her comets will be shooting stars
headed straight to the NCAA tournament. A little March madness would be welcomed on
the campus of Fontbonne College. Everyone could be star-gazers watching Haley’s
Comets rise.

by Dan Ritter

--------------------------------

If you are curious about the possibilities
of success for this year’s men’s basketball
team, go talk to Head Coach, Lee
McKinney. Trust me, he will make you get
excited in no time at all. “This team has the
best all-around talent of any team I have
coached in my seven years here,” McKinney
will say to you and to any person who asks.
This years team is respected not only by
McKinney, but also by the other coaches in
the SLIAC. The Griffins have been ranked
second in the SLIAC, trailing only last
season’s champion, MacMurray in the pre
season polls. McKinney was happy with
the ranking, saying that being second “alle
viates some pressure” that would exist if
FC was ranked first. You would think that
ateam that finished 11-14 last year and that
has eight new faces would go into the
season with some feeling of apprehension.
Not this team. In fact, the antithesis is
true— this team is excited and confident.
The Griffins return star center Mark
Kronk, who last year set new individual
scoring records at Fontbonne. Kronk was
one of the top players in the SLIAC last
year as a sophomore, and will surely pick
up where he left off last year. Joining
Kronk in the low post is Greg Robeson, a
6’ 11 senior. McKinney thinks thatRobeson
will take away the defensive pressure that
Kronk had to deal with last season as well
as contribute an intimidating force in the
middle. “There aren’t many 6’ 11 players
on the Division III level in the country, so
we definitely feel that Greg will give us a
great edge. Coming off the bench for the
Griffins at the post positions will be Brian
Lind, Jeremy Rogles, and Kailei Hood, all
of whom will be counted on by McKinney.
Rogles and Hood are young, but Lind adds
experience to the lineup, as well as a strong
inside game. McKinney mentioned that
because of the Griffs’ style of play this
season (full-court press), there will be many
substitutions, so the players off the bench
will see considerable playing time.
This year the Griffins plan to use a three
guard offense, with Stacey Ross at point
guard and Jason Malott and Jeff Branson at

the off guards. Ross and Malott are both
newcomers to Fontbonne, but are equipped
with great quickness and shooting ability.
Branson returns after a strong freshman
year and will be expected to become an
impact player this year. “Jeff improved his
play over the summer greatly and has been
a workaholic during the preseason,” said
McKinney. “He should reap the benefits of
his labor this year.” FCbrings KrisLovette,
Jeff Ronshausen, Rod Tucker, and Kevin
Walsh off the bench to supplement the
starting three. Again, because of the nature
of the Griffins’ fast paced game, the role
players will see a lot of time in the game.
Ronshausen brings senior leadership and a
reliable jumper to the team, and probably
will be first off of the bench. Lovette is a
strong shooter, and Walsh brings a spark of
desire to the team whenever he is called
upon. Tucker has one of the most solid
offensive games on the team. The injured
Jason Daube will provide support after he
heals.
Coach McKinney is excited about the
depth that this team offers. “I have no
reservations about using twelve or thirteen
men in a game. Our bench players are not
going to hurt us. They make us better.”
McKinney also mentioned the progress of
the Samson twins (Ernie and Joe) over the
course of the preseason. They, too, will be
counted on “when the bell rings.”
McKinney also feels that the winner of
the SLIAC tournament will receive a bid to
the NCAA Division III tournament at the
end of the season. And, he thinks that the
Griffins could fill those requirements.
“We’re quick, we’re deep, we’re big, and
we’ll play seventeen games at home this
year, so I have to be enthusiastic about our
chances. We’re a tough team to beak”
McKinney is veiy happy to be playing in the
new building this season and thinks that it
will add to the team’s success. “We’ve
always drawn (fans) well, so I think that the
support of the student body in our place will
be a definite advantage to us.”
The coach is confident, the players are
confident, and the Griffins have the talent to
do great things this season. This is a team to
get excited about.

Doorways drive, continued from page 1 ---------------------------cian. Second, they must have a need for a place to live, and third, they must have a
willingness to participate in case management services and coordinated community
resources. Doorways has asked groups, such as Fontbonne, to adopt a unit and make it a
home for these people with AIDS. Groups here on campus have responded with a flurry
of fund raisers such as bake sales, dances, and the teeter-tot marathon that took place over
the weekend. However, personal donations are graciously accepted also. A list that
consists of items such as microwaves or TV’s, to simple things like toothpaste or ice trays
are all needed to “Make a House a Home.” Sr. Ruth of Campus Ministry has committed
herself and her office in Student Services as a check point for items receive and/or yet to
be turned in. For more information on “Make a House a Home” see Sr. Ruth or call her
at 889-1411, and make this Christmas a very special one for someone in need.
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FC soccer closes '93
season

Welcome back, sportsmans. This is the
final installment of the “Two Minute Warn
ing this year, so sit back, read, and enjoy.
I want to take this opportunity to recog
nize a person who, in my eyes, epitomizes
what Fontbonne College stands for, scho
lastically and athletically. This individual
gave his heart and soul to this school as a
soccer player for four years and was respon
sible, in part, for the Griffins’ success over
the course of those years. During this, his
fifth year of school, he has acted as a student
assistant to coach Powers and was a key to
the maturation of the younger players this
year. He is an upstanding citizen, and I am
glad to call him my friend. He is Jason
Shicker. Jason, I’ll be the first to say it
When you graduate in a couple of years,
Fontbonne will miss you.
Hey folks, basketball season is finally
upon us! This is the time of year when the
weather gets cold but the excitement gets
hot. And even though the Griffs are a
Division 111 team, there is no reason that the
student body shouldn’t get as excited as the
students at the University of Kentucky do
about their Wildcats. There is no sport
anywhere as exciting and as pure as college
basketball, and you, the students of
Fontbonne, should get into the teams, men’s
and women’s, this year. And from what I
hear, the men’s team has a chance to really
make some noise this year.
FONTBITS:
From the rumor mill: It seems that Kristen
Folkl, Sl Louis’ top female high school
athlete, had to choose between Stanford and
Fontbonne as to where she would play col
lege basketball and volleyball. FC lost out
because the marine biology classes that
Kristen wanted weren’t available here. But,
sources tell me that if Kristen has a change
of heart and decides to change majors,

Fontbonne could be in the cards.
Have I mentioned that I’m really excited
about the start of basketball season?
I want to take this opportunity to com
mend the Women’s soccer team on a job
well done. The women on this team showed
a great deal of character and promise over
the course of this season. In their first year,
they were able to win two games while
playing many established teams in the area.
They have a quality nucleus, and, if they
recruit well, the team could be a force in the
SLIAC as soon as next year.
One quick note: The phrase “Leahy’s
Ladies” is a simple alliteration, nothing
more. And I think that the word “Ladies” is
an extremely respectful reference to women.
How it could be construed as offensive is
beyond my comprehension.
And finally, during Late Night with Lee
McKinney, I overheard some things that
were said that seemed amusing to me, which
I will share with you. The Reader

9 Realy Neat Things Overheard at
Late Night;
9) Seventy-five cents? I thought they
were free!
8) Boy, can those guys dunk!
7) That Daube kid should give a speech
at every halftime (direct quote from Kevin
Walsh).
6) You know, Shicker, you still have
eligibility years left to play basketball.
5)1 really go for the different shades of
purple in this joint.
4) I hear Lee McKinney is upfor theA.D.
spot at Mizzou.
3) No, Brian Lind wasn't “Gopher” on
The Love Boat.
2) Those are really cool shoes.
1) Today, Late Night; tomorrow, the
Division Ill Championship.
POSTSCRIPT:
Since this is the final installment of the
Fontbanner this year, I though it would be
appropriate for you, The Reader, to make
your selection for the top athlete, male or
female, of 1993. You can deposit your
selection in the Fontbanner mailbox be
fore the end of the school year, and the
results will be given in the first issue of
1994. Thank you.

Child Abuse, continued from page 1--------------------------------“child abuse is typically defined as: Any physical injury, emotional injury, or sexual act
inflicted upon a child other than by accidental means, by a person who is caring for or
responsible for that child.” Teller explained that it was important to distinguish between
abuse and poor parenting. “With a case of suspected child abuse, it is important to look at
intent. If the caretaker intends to hurt the child it is abuse. It doesn’t matter if they didn’t
intend to hurt the child as much as they did.” Child neglect, on the other hand, is “the failure
on the part of the caretaker to provide for that child’s physical and emotional needs”
(M.D.F.S.). “Poverty should not be confused with neglect,’’ Teller stated. But she also
insisted that poverty was not an excuse for neglect either. “There are resources available
to see that children get adequate nutrition and medical care.”
During the session. Teller described the characteristics of those who abuse children and
those children who have been abused. She explained how to recognize injuries that may be
due to abuse. She examined the family as a system of interacting parts, each influencing
the others’ behaviors. And she told .step by step, the process enacted when someone calls
the Child Abuse Hotline. “Teachers are mandatory reporters, ” she said. “If you suspect
abuse, it is your responsibility to see that it’s reported.” The topic then went to the floor for
questions, answers, and discussion.
Child Abuse is the second in a series of four topics scheduled for the Education
Symposium of the 1993-94 school year. “The purpose of the symposium is to give
education students in all areas of certification the opportunity to come together to explore
and discuss key issues in education,” said Sr. Rita Marie Schmitz, chairperson of the
Education
Department. “Our hope was that the symposium would be composed of formal input
along with informal discussion with faculty and students. We have had a nice response.
Students have really appreciated the information.” The first topic of the symposium was
Legal Issues in Education with Carol Larkin. The next two topics scheduled for the
symposium are Non-violent Crisis Intervention with Denise Martin on February 14, and
Desegregation in the Schools with Carol Resinger on April 11. All sessions meet in the
Lewis Room from 11:30 to 12:20.

Power outage:
Soccer comes to a close
by Matt Lanzone

--------------- ------ --------------------------------------------------------------

If you never had the opportunity to watch the men’s soccer team in action this season,
you missed something special. Although the team fell short of an NCAA tournament bid
or a third conference title, this team with only four upperclassmen displayed tremendous
character and quite a bit of talent as well. This team has much promise for the future.
The star of this team was senior Jeff Petruso. He collected ten goals and five assists for
a total of twenty five points, which led the team. Petruso played the game of college soccer
well, he was not afraid to mix things up and get physical while still displaying his deft
scoring touch.
The supporting cast was led by two outstanding players-senior co-captain Brian Orlando
and sophomore Jim Treis. Both players showed the ability to score or assist from any
position, be it offense, defense, or the midfield. Treis finished second in goals and total
points with five and fourteen, respectively. Orlando finished third in total points with
twelve and he scored three goals. Junior Johnny Giles played a tenacious style of soccer
at the midfield position. Coach Ted Powers will look toGiles as a leader for this young team
next year. Another player who will be looked upon for his leadership next year is Mike
Rosh. Rosh did not play as well as he would have liked due to a knee injury he suffered
during the indoor soccer season. Rosh’s leadership and energy greatly benefitted the
Griffins this season. A player such as Rosh is essential to maintain a winning attitude.
A player similar to Rosh is sophomore defender Brandon Beck. Beck carries an
intimidating presence and plays physical on the field. These qualities plus his winning
attitude makes Beck a key returner for the 1994 season.
A large number of freshman is usually a coach’s nightmare, but head coach Ted Powers
was new himself. This team and coach now have an opportunity to grow together. The first
freshman to mention is defenseman Matt Stockmann. He greatly helped the Griffins in his
first season of action. A wide body, Stockmann, played strong defense as well as adding
a little offensive punch by scoring three goals and assisting one.
Freshman Scott Kaminski shined at defense, playing the sweeper position. Together
with goalkeeper Doug Wolff, another freshman, the two proved to be a formidable
defensive duo. The other freshman on the team contributed immensely throughout the year.
These players, Ben Delf, Zack Field, Jason Freeman, Scott O’Rourke, Jeremy Somogye,
and Jared White, will be counted on by Powers to add depth and step up over the course of
the next few years,
Coach Powers did quite well in his first season, finishing 10-8. He will be looked upon
to return the Griffins to the familiar territory of the NCAA tournament. With the players
returning, it won’t be long before the Griffins are there again.

Lady Griffins make strides
towards soccer success
by Dan Ritter------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------The 1993 Fontbonne Women's Soccer Team opened its inaugural season against St.
LouisUatNotre Dame High School on September 11,1993. Withjust ten days of training
under its belt, the team succumbed to a more experienced SLU squad by a 7-1 score. Kim
Young registered the team's first ever goal, which turned out to be some consolation for
the Lady Griffs.
The Fontbonne kickers began to feel comfortable establishing their lineup as co
captains Young and Kara Schario along with Hilary Thomas, Jen Paule, and Erin Newman
asserted themselves up the middle of the field. On September 20, these players, along with
the rest of the team, dominated the game with Greenville College for the first seventy
minutes of play, but trailed 1-0. Head Coach Tim Leahy then called for an all-out attack
to even the score. Karen Fluchel neatly hit Amy Kruse with a pass from the left side, and
Kruse hit the back of the net. The game went into overtime, where Maureen Hayes and
Michelle Farrell wrapped it up with two long distance bombs. The Lady Griffs won the
battle 3-1, and Fontbonne’s Womens' soccer team was on its way.
The momentum gained by the victory was short-lived, however. FC had to go on the
road to test powerhouses Meramac and Florissant Valley. The results were two 9-0 losses.
However, the scores fail to represent the efforts given by the Griffs. They learned from
these losses and rebounded against Lewis and Clark College on October 6. Even though
Fontbonne wound up on the wrong side of a 1-0 score, improvement was easily seen.
Defensive players Mary Cummins, Diane Dohack, Patricia Chavez, and Kerry Dyer
showed great intensity and kept the Lewis and Clark offense off track.
In their second meeting with Flo Valley, the Lady Griffins again lost 9-0, but played a
more respectable game than in the first meeting. The Griffins bounced right back in their
next game against Greenville, where they recorded their most impressive victory of the
season, 2-0. Jen Paule scored midway through the first half, and Young scored on an
electrifying pass from Darlene Diel. Fluchel recorded the first shutout in Lady Griffinns'
history.
Anne Bartin, Nancy Johns, and Valerie Schremp were extremely valuable in their fillin roles in FC’s second game versus Lewis and Clark. The team was player-depleted, but
still fought, only to lose again 1-0 to Lewis and Clark. The team ended its season with a
rematch against SLU on November 7. FC let a goal in with little time remaining in the
second half, which resulted in a 1-0 loss. The Lady Griffins ended its season at 2-7.
The vast improvement was clearly noticeable at the end of the season, with the team only
losing 1-0 to a SLU team that had beaten Fontbonne 7-1 in the opening game of the season.
The Lady Griffins look forward to varsity status next year and the opportunity to make
some noise in the SLIAC.
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Athletic Auction Nets Nearly $19,000
by Kevin Walsh----------------------------On Saturday October 23, a full year of
work culminated in the third annual
Fontbonne Athletic Auction. Thisyearwas
special due to the fact that the auction has
finally found a permanent home, the
Dunham Student Activity Center. The
auction is the major fundraiser for the ath
letic department. In the past the proceeds
from this auction have helped send
Fontbonne athletic teams to California,
Florida, Hawaii, and Maine. The auction
committee, headed by athletic director Lee
McKinney and his wife June, had hoped to
raise $20,(XX), but the auction fell short of
that goal. The auction did, however, raise
more than the two preceding auctions. It is
estimated that this year’s event made be
tween $18,000 and $19,000.
There were many items for sale as the
Mabcc Gymnasium was transformed into a
shopper’s delight The majority of the items
were donated by local businesses or by the
athletes and their families. Among some of
the items donated were a beautiful handmade
quilts, a wide variety of athletic sweatshirts
and T-shirts, a number of lovely arts and
crafts items, and a large amount of home
electronics. The auction’s big money was
earned during the last event of the evening,
the oral auction. Some of the items and
events that brought in a large amount of

money were, a dinner for four with Lee
McKinney, a large cooler filled with bever
ages of choice, cellular phones, a 20-inch
television, and a four day/three night vaca
tion in Jamaica.
The auction takes a large amount of
effort over an extended period of time. The
auction committee works very hard to make
the auction a success. Lee McKinney wanted
to acknowledge the auction committee for
their dedication. Members of this committee
were: Tim and Chris Taylor, Al and Pat
Burgdorf, Michael and Mary Ronshausen,
Wally and Sandy Daube, Bob and Pam
Kronk, Jim and Mary Hayes, and Linda
Eiler and Rich Harstook. Coach McKinney
also acknowledged Betsy Newport for all
her hard work in organizing the affair.
The profit from Auction ’93 has already
funded the Men’s soccer team’s trip to
California, and it will help fund a trip to
Puerto Rico for the Men and Women’s
basketball team and the cheerleaders. Coach
McKinney was very pleased with the suc
cess this auction achieved. “ We beat last
year by $1500, and we made close to
$19,000. I’m very pleased considering the
St. Louis area went through a great flood,
and our local economy is not performing
very well. Considering we do this with the
help of only our parents’ and our athletes, I
am very, very pleased,” McKinney said.
Plans have already begun for next year.
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Profiling
Kathy Walsh
Athlete of the Issue

Bump, set, spike - it seems easy enough
to play volleyball. If you had the chance to
see the Griffins’ 5’7” setter Kathy Walsh
ft,shemadeitlookeasy. Walsh, a senior,
e Athlete of the Issue. She has played
volleyball at Fontbonne for two seasons,
ending this season as an All-Conference
selection. “I was happy to end my college
volleyball career receiving this honor. But
I was even more excited beating Maryville
in the semifinals of the conference tourna
ment.” Fontbonne had dropped two matches
in the regular season play to the Maryville
squad, but beat them soundly in the confer
ence tournament before losing to Webster
in the finals.
Kathy Walsh, a native of St. Louis, grew
up playing volleyball. She got off to a great
start playing for Seven Holy Founders in
South County.
“We won city twice in volleyball. Our
team was very strong, with many good

players, and that gave me the incentive to
work harder.” Walsh then entered Nerinx
Hall where she was a stand out player. After
high school, Walsh was unsure about where
to attend college. “I knew I wanted to
continue to play volleyball, but I was unsure
of where I wanted to go and what I wanted
to do. So, I did what a lot of unsure St. Louis
high school graduates do and went to
Meramec.” Meramec was a bit shocked to
have such a talented and well-touted high
school athlete come to their community
college. Walsh received her education, got
two more years of experience playing ball,
and then decided on Fontbonne. “I have a
brother, Kevin Walsh, who plays basketball
at Fontbonne, so it seemed like a good
choice. Also, I was not ready to hang up my
shoes yet, so this gave me a good opportu
nity to play.”
Walsh, who was a member of the St.
Louis Junior Olympic squad (the first of its
kind in St. Louis), may look ahead to
coaching. “I’ve been playing volleyball for
about twelve years. I may still play every
now and then, but coaching looks inviting.
It would be neat to coach for the club I used
to play for, but we’ll see.” For now, Walsh
will concentrate on working on her degree
in Elementary Education and graduating
next year from Fontbonne. Hats off to
Kathy Walsh, Fontbonne’s Athlete of the
Issue, on having a most successful career in
volleyball.

Drive Dies: FC Title Hopes Fail
by Kevin Walsh

will need blood during

Still wondering
wfiat to give?
American Red Cross
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN’T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13,
1989 al 8:25pm.

Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

M.A.C.C.S. convention Fontbonne success
by Valerie Schremp------------------- - ---------------------------------------------------------- The Eighth Annual Missouri Association of Catholic College Students convention went
off with a bang.
On November 12-14, Sr. Ruth Yates and Fontbonne students gathered at Kenrick
Pastoral Center along with over 100 college students from the state. What made the event
extra special was that Fontbonne contributed highly to the conference and its preparation.
“It was wonderful!” commented Sr. Ruth. “It was exciting to see a whole year’s worth
of hard work come to fruition. Throughout the year in planning it we wondered if this was
going to really happen, but it did, and it was really inspirational to see enthusiasm in terms
of faith and to see college students together.”
Over the weekend, students participated in many group activities, including a Keynote
Address by Rev. Steve Robeson and several spiritual workshops, one of which was taught
by Fontbonne’s very own Religious and Philosophical Studies Department Head Dr.
Donald Burgo. The weekend concluded with a mass, which was a highlight for student
participant Jenny Weissler. “People were excited and they participated,” Jenny commented.

When the volleyball season began, ’drive
for five’ was the rally cry, as the Lady
Griffins raced towards a fifth straight con
ference title. As the season was concluding,
the Lady Griffins came up just short of
achieving their goal. At midseason, things
looked bleak for Paul Woodward’s squad.
Following a dismal performance in a loss to
the St. Louis College of Pharmacy,
Woodward received the news that he would
be without the services of Bridgette Pieschel
due to medical reasons. This news, coupled
with the decision of Angie Manna to give up
volleyball, left FC with only seven able
bodies. Shorthanded, Fontbonne battled
valiantly before falling to Principia College
in a five set match. At home, after the loss
to Principia, the Lady Griffins avenged their
earlier loss to St. Louis College of Pharmacy
and their record stood at 7-7 out of confer
ence.
The team then headed to Fulton, MO. for
a weekend tourney at Westminster College.
Fontbonne came away with one win, but
suffered three defeats. This left Coach
Woodward disappointed. “I wish we would
have played better, we lost to MacMurray in
the quarter-finals and we really played
poorly.” It was back to conference play as
FC headed to Webster for a match against
the red-hot Gorlocks. The only good news
in this match was the return of Bridgette
Pieschel. Webster came outready to avenge
an early season loss to the Lady Griffins.
They did winning the match in three straight
games. Senior setter Kathy Walsh was
disappointed with the teams play. “We
knew Webster had been on a roll, but we
came out with no intensity, we were a little
intimidated and everything snowballed from
there.” The Lady Griffins came back to the
comforts of home and easily defeated
Blackburn to improve their conference
record to 6-5.
Looming on the horizon were the Saints
of Mary ville University. Maryville handled
FC easily in the first game of the year, and
they repeated this handling in the rematch.
Though the squad showed flashes of bril
liance in winning the second game, they did
not have the fire power to defeat them.
Fontbonne definitely needed a confidence
booster, but there were no cupcakes on the
schedule. The Lady Griffins headed across

Wydown Blvd, for the Washington U.
Round-Robin tournament. Things did not
get any easier as the Lady Griffins dropped
their first three matches before defeating
DePauw University in a five set match.
There was very little time to gain momen
tum for the post-season. FC defeated
MacMurray in the last conference match to
raise their conference record to 7-6, good
for a fourth seed in the SLIAC tournament.
On the week-end of October 29-30, FC
headed to Webster University for one last
drive for the conference post-season title.
Going into the tournament, Coach
Woodward felt, “we could be a darkhorse.
If everyone is healthy, we might be able to
sneak through this thing.” Sure enough, FC
proved their coach correct. The team easily
handled MacMurray in the opening round
to set up one more match with Maryville.
Playing inspired volleyball, the Lady Grif
fins gave the Saints more than they could
handle. FC raised their game to a higher
level and upset Maryville in four games.
Standing in the way of a fifth straight
championship were the Webster Gorlocks.
There was no upset this time, however. The
Lady Griffins, physically and emotionally
exhausted from their semi-final match, lost
the championship in three games.
FC only loses one player next year, first
team all-conference setter Kathy Walsh.
However, Woodward is uncertain if she can
be replaced. “Kathy was the heart and soul
of this team. She got eveiyone going, she
was our leader. All the girls knew Kathy
had a bad knee injury, but she kept playing.
I don’t know if what she brought to this
team can be replaced.” Though this team
reached the conference finals, there are many
holes which need to be filled if the Lady
Griffins want to return to the status of
conference champions. Woodward is al
ready on the recruiting trail. “Assistant
coach Martha McGrory and I are looking
for aggressive players. We are looking for
defensive specialists and hitters. We have
an outstanding nucleus with Missy Douglas,
Courtney Stuedle, Susie Beekman,
Bridgette Pieschel, Dalana Rogers, and
Jana Needham coming back. We just need
to get some more solid players.” If
Woodward can find those solid players and
his returners can play with the desire they
showed in the conference tournament, FC
will be a champion again.

